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ABSTRACT
Estimation Strategies for Constrained
and Hybrid Dynamical Systems. (August 2011)
Julie Marie Jones Parish, B.S., Texas A&M University;
M.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. John E. Hurtado
The estimation approaches examined in this dissertation focus on manipulating
system dynamical models to allow the well-known form of the continuous-discrete
extended Kalman lter (CDEKF) to accommodate constrained and hybrid systems.
This estimation algorithm lters sequential discrete measurements for nonlinear con-
tinuous systems modeled with ordinary dierential equations. The aim of the research
is to broaden the class of systems for which this common tool can be easily applied.
Equality constraints, holonomic or nonholonomic, or both, are commonly found
in the system dynamics for vehicles, spacecraft, and robotics. These systems are
frequently modeled with dierential algebraic equations. In this dissertation, three
tools for adapting the dynamics of constrained systems for implementation in the
CDEKF are presented. These strategies address (1) constrained systems with quasi-
velocities, (2) kinematically constrained redundant coordinate systems, and (3) sys-
tems for which an equality constraint can be broken. The direct linearization work
for constrained systems modeled with quasi-velocities is demonstrated to be particu-
larly useful for systems subject to nonholonomic constraints. Concerning redundant
coordinate systems, the \constraint force" perspective is shown to be an eective
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approximation for facilitating implementation of the CDEKF while providing similar
performance to that of the fully developed estimation scheme. For systems subject
to constraint violation, constraint monitoring methods are presented that allow the
CDEKF to autonomously switch between constrained and unconstrained models. The
ecacy of each of these approaches is shown through illustrative examples.
Hybrid dynamical systems are those modeled with both nite- and innite-
dimensional coordinates. The associated governing equations are integro-partial dif-
ferential equations. As with constrained systems, these governing equations must
be transformed in order to employ the CDEKF. Here, this transformation is ac-
complished through two nite-dimensional representations of the innite-dimensional
coordinate. The application of these two assumed modes methods to hybrid dynam-
ical systems is outlined, and the performance of the approaches within the CDEKF
are compared. Initial simulation results indicate that a quadratic assumed modes
approach is more advantageous than a linear assumed modes approach for implemen-
tation in the CDEKF.
The dissertation concludes with a direct estimation methodology that constructs
the Kalman lter directly from the system kinematics, potential energy, and mea-
surement model. This derivation provides a straightforward method for building the
CDEKF for discrete systems and relates these direct estimation ideas to the other
work presented throughout the dissertation.
Together, this collection of estimation strategies provides methods for expand-
ing the class of systems for which a proven, well-known estimation algorithm, the
extended Kalman lter, can be applied. The accompanying illustrative examples and
simulation results demonstrate the utility of the methods proposed herein.
vTo God be the glory.
For Allen, my husband and dearest friend.
1 Peter 4:8
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Algorithms for ltering sensor measurements and estimating the states of a dy-
namical system are powerful tools in engineering. Estimation algorithms for dy-
namical systems that can modeled with ordinary dierential equations (ODEs) are
well-known and commonly implemented for both linear and nonlinear systems. These
methods may be applied using a set of measurements (batch estimation) or an indi-
vidual measurement (sequential estimation or ltering) [1]. Because batch estimation
is not executed in real-time, sequential estimation is the focus of this work. The
most ubiquitous sequential estimation technique is called the Kalman lter [2, 3]. For
nonlinear systems, there exist extensions of the Kalman lter, including the extended
Kalman lter and unscented Kalman lter [4, 5]. In this work, the extended Kalman
lter is employed because it is better-known and more commonly implemented in
aerospace applications.
For this dissertation, strategies for applying the extended Kalman lter are in-
vestigated for two types of dynamical systems that are not typically modeled with
ODEs: constrained systems, which are commonly modeled with dierential algebraic
equations (DAEs), and hybrid dynamical equations, which are governed by integro-
partial dierential equations (IPDEs). Many aerospace systems are modeled with
these types of equations. For space applications, tethered satellite systems and ex-
ible satellites are examples of systems that can be modeled with DAEs and IPDEs,
respectively [6, 7].
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2Regarding constrained systems, three specic types are considered: those with
quasi-velocities, those with redundant coordinates, and those with constraint surfaces
that change discretely. Through a judicious choice of quasi-velocities, the governing
DAEs (employing generalized velocities) for a constrained system can be transformed
into a system of ODEs (employing quasi-velocities). This approach is particularly
useful for systems subject to nonholonomic constraints. This method can also be
extended to redundant coordinate systems (which are kinematically constrained),
though these systems can also be modeled with ODEs and generalized velocities
through the use of Lagrange multipliers [8, 9]. For many applications, it is indeed more
desirable to use redundant coordinates and generalized velocities due to the system's
physical geometry, control design, or locations of sensors and control actuators. For
the subset of systems subject to equality constraints that can be violated, monitoring
constraint violation is useful for real-time determination of the more appropriate
dynamical model of the system. Here, two strategies for sequentially estimating the
states and constraint are examined.
For systems with an elastic body, sometimes generally called distributed param-
eter systems, an innite-dimensional coordinate can be used to model the exible
components of the system [7]. Systems with only innite-dimensional coordinates are
called continuous systems, whereas systems that also have a discrete coordinate are
called hybrid systems. For this dissertation, two nite-dimensional representations of
the innite-dimensional domain are investigated for use in an estimation scheme for
hybrid dynamical systems.
This dissertation is divided into six main sections. The Background chapter
outlines the ideas and tools implemented in the work, including an overview of dy-
namical modeling for discrete, constrained, and hybrid systems and an outline of
the continuous-discrete extended Kalman lter (CDEKF). The chapter Direct Lin-
3earization via the Gibbs Function describes a straightforward method for nding the
linearized equations of motion using quasi-velocities for a constrained dynamical sys-
tem. In Redundant Coordinate System Estimation Strategy, an alternative perspective
that facilitates implementation of the extended Kalman lter for systems that employ
redundant coordinates, and are subsequently kinematically constrained, is presented.
The focus on constrained systems is continued in the next chapter, Constraint Mon-
itoring Estimation Strategy. For this work, two methods for calculating the value
of the constraint, as well as an associated variance, are presented. Subsequently, an
algorithm for employing these estimates to select the constrained or unconstrained dy-
namical model, as appropriate, is outlined with several illustrative examples. Turning
then to innite-dimensional systems, Hybrid System Estimation Strategy investigates
two methods for creating a nite-dimensional model of an innite-dimensional hybrid
system and estimating the resulting states. Lastly, Direct Estimation outlines a clear
approach for constructing the CDEKF utilizing only the directly linearized equations
of motion for a system. The dissertation concludes with a summary of the work and
an appendix outlining a numerical method for nding the Eigenvalues for an linear
ODE boundary-value problem.
4CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
In this chapter, the underlying mathematical models and estimation tools em-
ployed in this dissertation are presented. First, the construction of the dynamical
models of discrete, constrained, and hybrid systems are presented from a Lagrangian
perspective. The continuous-discrete extended Kalman lter is then outlined for
dynamical systems modeled with ordinary dierential equations. Throughout this
dissertation, vector, matrix, and Einstein index notation are all utilized as needed
[10].
A. Mathematical Models of Dynamical Systems
The motion of systems described with discrete coordinates can usually be modeled
with ordinary dierential equations via a Newton or Lagrangian approach [8, 11].
However, for constrained systems, the possible motions of a system are restricted
because these governing equations are subject to a constraint, and a dierential al-
gebraic equation representation of the dynamics results. If, on the other hand, the
system motion is augmented by a exible-body component in addition to the rigid
body components, an innite-dimensional coordinate may be necessary to describe
the motion of the system. The resulting hybrid dynamical system is modeled with
integro-partial dierential equations (whereas continuous systems, which do not in-
clude a discrete coordinate, are modeled with partial dierential equations). In this
section, the equations of motion for each of these types of systems are developed
using Lagrange's equations. Lagrangian mechanics are particularly useful because
they allow one to \develop a universal form of the dierential equations of motion,
5as a function of the system kinetic energy and unspecied generalized coordinates"
[8]. The Lagrangian approach is selected because it employs velocity-level kinematics
and provides clear representations of the governing equations for the general case of
each class of system. The general forms of Lagrange's equations presented here can
be derived from the extended Hamilton's principle [7, 12].
1. Kinematics
Kinematics describe the motion of a system without consideration of forces acting on
the system [8, 11]. Regardless of system classication, the development of Lagrange's
equations begins with the kinematics of a particle (or rigid body or continuum),
representative of the system motion. Consider the position vector for one of i = 1 : : :m
particles of mass mi in a discrete system.
ri = ri(qj; t) (2.1)
Here, qj are the j = 1 : : : n generalized coordinates of the system and t represents
time. The velocity vector of the system is then the frame-independent time derivative
of the position vector [11].
_ri = _ri( _qj; qj; t) (2.2)
The overdot indicates dierentiation with respect to time. Note that for rheonomic
systems the velocity vector may be a function of time-varying parameters in addi-
tion to time, the general coordinates, and the generalized velocities _qj. Using these
velocity-level kinematics and the kinetic energy of the system, the Lagrangian L can
be formed by summing the kinetic energies of the particles and subtracting the system
potential energy.
L = T   V = 1
2
mi ( _ri  _ri)  V (2.3)
6For systems with exible bodies or rigid bodies, or both, the Lagrangian can be writ-
ten in a similar manner once angular momentum or integration over the continuum,
or both, are taken into account [7, 8, 11]. Once the Lagrangian is formed and non-
potential forces Qj, including control inputs, are identied, Lagrange's equations can
be applied to nd the equations of motion.
2. Discrete Systems
For unconstrained systems that can be described with discrete generalized coordinates
and generalized velocities, Lagrange's equations are well-known.
d
dt

@L
@ _qj

  @L
@qj
= Qj (2.4)
Note that this form assumes that the potential energy is a function of the generalized
coordinates alone, V = V (q), which is common. The dynamical model that results
from applying these equations has the form of ordinary dierential equations. Eq. 2.4
can also be written without loss of generality in a form linear in the generalized
accelerations.
Mjl( _qi; qi; t)ql + gj( _qi; qi; t) = Qj (2.5)
This equation can be further rearranged into state-vector form. This form of the
equations assumes that the mass matrix M is invertible, which is usually the case for
mechanical systems.264 _qj
qj
375 =
264 _qj
M 1lj ( _qi; qi; t) [ gl( _qi; qi; t) +Ql]
375 (2.6)
Dening xi, i = 1 : : : 2n as the complete set of states as written in Eq. 2.6|both the
generalized coordinates and generalized velocities|these second-order ODEs can be
7written in rst-order form.
_xi = fi(xj; Qj; t) (2.7)
Here, fi, i = 1 : : : n, represents the kinematic identity _xi = xi+n, and fi, i = n+1 : : : 2n
represents the contribution from Eq. 2.5.
3. Constrained Systems
For this work, only constrained systems that are subject to k equality constraints
that can be written in Pfaan form are considered.
_k( _qi; qi; t) = Ckj(qi; t) _qj + bk(qi; t) = 0 (2.8)
Note that the constraint inuence matrix, C, maps a relationship between the gen-
eralized velocities and constraint.
Ckj =
@ _k
@ _qj
(2.9)
If _k is integrable and can be expressed in generalized coordinates, then the constraint
is called holonomic and its integrated form can be written k(qj; t); otherwise, it is
called nonholonomic [9, 11]. In this dissertation, k is used to describe both types of
constraints.
Redundant coordinate systems are systems for which the number of generalized
coordinates used to describe the system are greater than the number of degrees of
freedom of the system. For example, if a system has n generalized coordinates and
m independent constraints, the system has n m degrees of freedom [13]. A simple
example of a redundant coordinate system is the pendulum in the plane described in
cartesian coordinates. Lagrange's equations for constrained systems have the form of
8dierential algebraic equations.
d
dt

@L
@ _qj

  @L
@qj
= Ckjk +Qj (2.10)
k( _qi; qi; t) = 0 (2.11)
Two primary methods exist for instead writing the governing equations as ordi-
nary dierential equations. The rst involves dening quasi-velocities in a Gibbs/Appell
or Kane framework, as discussed in the Ch. III. (Note however, that Lagrange's equa-
tions for systems with quasi-velocities do exist [8]). The second method eliminates
the Lagrange multipliers in Eq. 2.10 to instead write it as a function of the generalized
coordinates, velocities, and forces: k = k( _qi; qi; Qi; t). Many methods for eliminat-
ing the Lagrange multipliers exist [14]. Some examples include range and null space
methods, Maggi's formulation, and Udwadia and Kalaba's formulation. One method
that has been shown useful for nding numerical approximations of the Lagrange
multipliers for optimal control applications is the Augmented Lagrange method [15].
A range space method, as outlined below, may be tedious for complex systems and
result in highly nonlinear dierential equations, but it is straightforward.
1. Dierentiate the constraint twice with respect to time.
2. Substitute the governing equations into the resulting expression.
3. Solve for the Lagrange multipliers as functions of the coordinates and velocities.
4. Substitute the expressions for the Lagrange multipliers back into the governing
equations.
For this dissertation, the range space method is employed to solve for the values of
the Lagrange multipliers. However, these expressions may not be directly substituted
9back into the equations to retain a clear partition of the constraint forces. Returning
to the equations of motion, Eq. 2.10 can be rearranged without loss of generality.
Mjl( _qi; qi; t)ql + gj( _qi; qi; t) = Ckjk +Qj (2.12)
Again assuming the mass matrix is invertible, this equation can be written in state-
vector form. 264 _qj
qj
375 =
264 _qj
M 1lj ( _qi; qi; t) [ gl( _qi; qi; t) + Cklk +Ql]
375 (2.13)
Dening xi as before, and successfully solving for the Lagrange multipliers, these
equations can be written in rst-order form.
_xi = fi(xj; k; Qj; t) = fi(xj; Qj; t) (2.14)
These governing equations are employed in two chapters of this dissertation in the
form that retains k as an argument to allow both numerical approximations and
analytical solutions of the Lagrange multipliers to be implemented.
4. Innite-Dimensional Systems
Continuous and hybrid dynamical systems are those which include a coordinate that
is a function of both space and time, w(x; t), called an innite-dimensional (or \con-
tinuous" or \distributed parameter") coordinate [7]. A hybrid system also includes
a discrete generalized coordinate, q(t), in the kinematic description. An aerospace
example of a hybrid dynamical system is a satellite composed of a rigid hub and a
exible appendage. This class of systems can be modeled from rst principles using
the extended Hamilton's principle or this Lagrangian approach, and there exists a
distinction between those that have a single or multiple exible bodies [7, 16]. The
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resulting equations of motion for hybrid systems are generally integro-partial dif-
ferential equations, which include terms in which the continuous coordinate is (1)
dierentiated with respect to time, (2) dierentiated with respect to space, and (3)
integrated with respect to space. The rst two of these characteristics are attributes
of partial dierential equations, whereas the third is indicative of integro-dierential
equations.
An outline of Lagrange's equations for hybrid systems now follows [16]. In this
work, the class of systems considered have i = 1 : : : n discrete coordinates qi and
j = 1 : : :m continuous coordinates wj, and the strain energy terms, w
0
j and w
00
j , are
assumed to belong only to the potential energy function. Each prime on the continu-
ous coordinate represents dierentiation with respect to the spacial domain (x). The
Lagrangian is formed with up to three distinct parts related to the coordinate classi-
cation (discrete, innite, boundary, or a combination thereof). A further distinction
is made between systems that contain a single elastic domain (a) or multiple elastic
domains (b). This division is chosen because coupling between multiple domains must
be taken into account, starting with the Lagrangian.
(a) L = LD +
Z l
l0
bLdx+ LB Single Elastic Domain (2.15)
(b) L = LD + LB Multiple Elastic Domains (2.16)
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Each of these terms are dened below using the following argument lists.
LD = TD   VD = LD(q; _q; t) Discrete Lagrangian
bL = bT   bV = bL(q; _q;w; _w;w0;w00; x; t) Single Elastic Domain
Continuous Lagrangian
bLi = bT i   bV i = Multiple Elastic DomainsbL(q; _q;wi; _wi;wi0;wi00;w(l); _w(l);w0(l); _w0(l); xi; t) Continuous Lagrangian
LB = TB   VB = LB(q; _q;w(l); _w(l);w0(l); _w0(l); t) Single Elastic Domain
Boundary Lagrangian
LB = LB(q; _q;w(l); _w(l);w0(l); _w0(l); t) +
nX
i=1
Z li
l0i
bLidxi Multiple Elastic Domains
Boundary Lagrangian
The rst expression of Lagrange's equations for hybrid systems, which governs the
discrete coordinates, resembles the form of Eq. 2.4.
d
dt

@L
@ _qi

  @L
@qi
= Qi (2.17)
The second expression of the equations, which governs the continuous coordinates,
clearly accounts for change with respect to the spatial domain.
(a)
d
dt
 
@bL
@ _w
!
  @
bL
@w
+
d
dx
 
@bL
@w0
!
  d
2
dx2
 
@bL
@w00
!
= bfT (2.18)
(b)
d
dt
 
@bLi
@ _wi
!
  @
bLi
@wi
+
d
dxi
 
@bLi
@w0i
!
  d
2
dx2i
 
@bLi
@w00i
!
= bf iT (2.19)
Because the equations include dierentiation with respect to space, boundary con-
ditions are needed. These equations are also derived from the extended Hamilton's
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principle [16].
(a)
(
@bL
@w0
  d
dx
 
@bL
@w00
!)
w
l
l0
+

@LB
@w(l)
  d
dt

@LB
@ _w(l)

w(l)
+ fT1 w(l) = 0 (2.20)
@bL
@w00
w0
l
l0
+

@LB
@w0(l)
  d
dt

@LB
@ _w0(l)

w0(l) + fT2 w
0(l) = 0 (2.21)
(b)
(
@bLi
@w0i
  d
dxi
 
@bLi
@w00i
!)
wi
li
l0i
+

@LB
@wi(li)
  d
dt

@LB
@ _wi(li)

wi(li)
+ f iT1 wi(li) = 0 (2.22)
@bLi
@w00i
w0i
li
l0i
+

@LB
@w0i(li)
  d
dt

@LB
@ _w0i(li)

w0i(li) + f
iT
2 w
0
i(li) = 0 (2.23)
For hybrid systems with a single elastic domain, Eqs. 2.17, 2.18, 2.20 and 2.21 are
implemented, whereas Eqs. 2.17, 2.19, 2.22 and 2.23 are used for those with multiple
continuous coordinates. There is not a straightforward method for transforming these
IPDEs into an ODE form, but nite-dimensional approximations do exist and are
discussed further in Ch. VI.
B. Continuous-Discrete Extended Kalman Filter
Sequential estimation algorithms provide a means for estimating parameters or states
of a dynamical system in real-time. The most commonly-used sequential estimation
method is the Kalman lter [4]. Several formulations of the Kalman lter exist;
here, an estimation algorithm for nonlinear systems modeled with dierential equa-
tions and discrete measurements is utilized called the continuous-discrete extended
Kalman lter [1]. Let ~yk be the measurement vector, x^ be the state estimate vector,
and ~x be the error between the state estimates and true states. Unbiased Gaussian
measurement noise, vk, and process noise, w(t), is assumed with respective covari-
ance matrices Rk and Q(t). Initializing with state estimate x^(t0) = x^0 and state
13
covariance matrix P0 = Ef~x(t0)~xT (t0)g, the following estimation algorithm can be
employed. Note that the system model is assumed to be a continuous, nonlinear
ordinary dierential equation in this formulation.
System Model
_x(t) = f(x(t);u(t); t) +G(t)w(t) (2.24)
Measurement Model
~yk = hk(xk) + vk (2.25)
Gain Equation
Kk = P
 
k H
T
k (x^
 
k )

Hk(x^
 
k )P
 
k H
T
k (x^
 
k ) +Rk
 1
(2.26)
State Estimate Update
x^+k = x^
 
k +Kk[~y   h(x^ k )] (2.27)
State Covariance Matrix Update
P+k = [I  KkHk(x^ k )]P k (2.28)
State Estimate Propagation Equation
_^x = f(x^(t);u(t); t) (2.29)
State Covariance Matrix Propagation Equation
_P (t) = F (x^(t); t)P (t) + P (t)F T (x^(t); t) +G(t)Q(t)GT (t) (2.30)
Here, the measurement and state matrices, Hk(x^
 
k ) and F (x^(t); t), matrices are de-
ned as follows.
Hk(x^
 
k ) =
@h
@x

x^ k
; F (x^(t); t) =
@f
@x

x^(t)
(2.31)
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This basic structure of the estimation algorithm is utilized throughout this disser-
tation, but the emphasis of the work lies primarily in the state estimate propagation
equation, Eq. 2.29, and the related form of the state matrix F in Eq. 2.31.
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CHAPTER III
DIRECT LINEARIZATION VIA THE GIBBS FUNCTION*
The linearized form of governing equations is desirable for system stability analysis
and control design, primarily because the tools available for analyzing a linear system
are far greater in number than those for nonlinear systems. These equations are also
useful in estimation, where a number of algorithms for linear systems are available,
including the original Kalman lter [2, 3]. The extension to estimation of the direct
linearization ideas presented in this chapter is more fully discussed in Ch. VII.
Usually, linearization of the equations of motion about a point of interest, such
as an equilibrium point, is performed using a Taylor series approximation or per-
turbation methods [17, 18]. These are indirect methods because they require rst
deriving the full, nonlinear equations of motion before forming the linearized approx-
imations. Direct linearization, however, produces the linearized equations directly
from a kinematic-based scalar function. Existing direct linearization methods employ
the Lagrangian function for both nite and innite-dimensional systems [9, 19]. For
applications where the nonlinear equations are unnecessary, these direct methods are
advantageous because they do not involve forming the nonlinear equations and, as a
result, are generally signicantly less computationally expensive. Note that a linear
representation of nonlinear motion may not capture all of the relevant motion of a
system, but often serves as a useful approximation. For example, the motion of a sys-
tem about an equilibrium point can usually be characterized as linear, and stability
information can be derived from this approximation [7, 8].
*Reprinted with permission from \Direct Linearization via the Gibbs Function" by
Julie J. Parish and John E. Hurtado, 2011. Journal of Computational and Nonlinear
Dynamics , vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 011006:1-5, Copyright 2011 by ASME.
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In this chapter, a direct linearization method via the Gibbs function, rather
than via the Lagrangian, is presented. One of the additional advantages of the direct
method via Lagrange's equations is that they are able to handle holonomic constraints.
The interest in linearization via the Gibbs function is likewise related to its ability to
also handle nonholonomic constraints [9]. Furthermore, the resulting set of equations
includes only rst-order equations, and the quasi-velocities employed in the equations,
such as angular velocities, are often of physical interest.
It is important to also note the relation of the Gibbs and Appell equations to
Kane's equations. When the Gibbs and Appell equations are derived using partial
velocities, it can be shown that the kinetic equations that result from using virtual
work and the Gibbs function are identical to those formed using Kane's equations
[9]. Furthermore, Kane outlines a method for direct linearization of Kane's equa-
tions. However, our work is dierentiated from the Kanian method in two signicant
ways. First, the method presented here utilizes an operator on a single scalar func-
tion, as opposed to a set of vector equations. Second, this operator simultaneously
linearizes both the potential forces and kinematic-based terms in the governing equa-
tions, whereas Kane's approach uses a series of linearization steps, some of which
employ linearization by inspection [20, 21]. A further discussion of the two methods
of linearization is later presented.
A. The Gibbs Function
The Gibbs equations (later independently published by Appell) derive the equations
of motion (here, for a point mass) from a scalar function, S(qi; j; _j), where qi are
the n generalized coordinates, j are the m quasi-velocities (also called generalized
speeds), and _j are the m time derivatives of these velocities [22, 23]. The quasi-
velocities are related to the generalized velocities by the equation _qi = Aijj, where
17
A is a function of the generalized coordinates and time, A = A(qi; t). The velocity
vector can then be written as a linear function of the quasi-velocities.
v =
@v
@j
j + v0 = j j + v0 (3.1)
The acceleration vector is the time derivative of the velocity vector.
a = j _ j + _j j + a0 (3.2)
Much like the Lagrangian function is built on velocity-level kinematics, the Gibbs
function (sometimes called the Appellian) is built on acceleration-level kinematics.
S =
1
2
m (a  a) (3.3)
The kinetic equations of motion can then be derived from the following [9].
@S
@ _i
= Ui (3.4)
Here, Ui are generalized forces, where F are the forces acting on the system. One
can nd these forces using the Kanian approach, Ui =  i  F , or using virtual work,
as did Gibbs. In this chapter, linearization of terms arising from the kinematics
is of concern, with the assumption that the forces Ui arise from either potential
forces or control forces. Also note that, as an alternative to rst evaluating the dot
product and then dierentiating, one can instead dierentiate S implicitly and use
@S=@ _i = m (a  @a=@ _i) [24].
If the system is a rotating rigid body, then the rotational motion must be ac-
counted for in the Gibbs function, just as it is in the Lagrangian. The angular velocity
vector, ! = (@!=@j)j + !0 = j ~ j + !0, and angular acceleration vector,  = _!,
are needed [9]. The Gibbs function for rigid bodies is composed of translational and
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rotational terms.
S =
1
2
m (ac  ac) + 1
2
(  Ic) +  (!  Ic!) (3.5)
Here, ac is the acceleration of the mass center and Ic is the rigid body inertia tensor
about the mass center. Equation 3.4 can then be utilized by augmenting the gener-
alized forces to include moments about the mass center (pure moments or moments
due to forces) using virtual work or using Ui =  i F + ~ i M . These equations pro-
vide the full set of rst order dierential equations for the system when coupled with
the kinematic dierential equations that relate the quasi-velocities to the generalized
velocities, _qi = Aijj [8, 11].
1. Example 1a: Planar Vehicle
As an illustrative example, consider the classic problem of a sled, a system that has
a non-holonomic constraint that prevents a sideslip velocity [9]. That is, the sled can
move forward or rotate, but cannot move side to side. The sled has mass m and
inertia I about the center of mass, located at the sled's rear axle midpoint. Forces F1
and F2 act along the sled and perpendicular to the sled, and a torque, u rotates the
sled. The system can move in the plane with generalized coordinates fx; y; g, where
 is the heading angle, as shown in Fig. 1.
If the b frame is chosen to be body-xed with b^1 along the forward direction
of the sled and b^2 perpendicular to the motion of the sled, the velocity in the b^2
direction is zero, i.e. v = _xn^1+ _yn^2 = v1b^1. However, if the velocity vector is written
in the body frame, it is v = ( _x cos  + _y sin ) b^1 + ( _y cos    _x sin ) b^2. Equating the
two expressions for the velocity, the nonholonomic constraint can then be found and
written in Pfaan form:  = _y cos    _x sin  = 0.
The problem is rst solved using Lagrange's equations for constrained systems.
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Fig. 1. Planar Vehicle (Sled) Illustration.
For this example, the Lagrangian is L = 1=2m ( _x2 + _y2) + 1=2I _2 and the con-
straint inuence matrix is C = [@=@ _x; @=@ _y; @=@ _]T = [  sin ; cos ; 0]T . Ap-
plying Eq. 2.10, the resulting equations and constraint are a 7th order system of
dierential algebraic equations.
mx = F1 cos  F2 sin     sin 
my = F1 sin +F2 cos  +  cos 
I  = u (3.6)
Solving for the Lagrange multiplier,  =  F2, these equations can be reduced to the
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following set of 6th order ordinary dierential equations.
mx =F1 cos 
my =F1 sin 
I  = u (3.7)
If, instead, quasi-velocities are used to describe the system motion with v = 1b^1 +
2b^2 = ( _x cos  + _y sin ) b^1+( _y cos    _x sin ) b^2 and ! = 3b^3 = _b^3, the system can
be further reduced. Using these relationships, the generalized velocities and quasi-
velocities can be related with the following equations.266664
_x
_y
_
377775 =
266664
cos    sin  0
sin  cos  0
0 0 1
377775
266664
1
2
3
377775 (3.8)
Recall that the velocity in the b2 direction is zero due to the constraint, so 2 = 0.
With this information and substitution of the quasi-velocities, the system of equations
reduces to a 5th order system of rst order ordinary dierential equations.
_x = 1 cos 
_y = 1 sin 
_ =3
_1 = F 1=m
_3 =u=I (3.9)
Now the problem is revisited with a Gibbs-Appell approach. Using the same
quasi-velocity kinematic description (such that v = 1b^1 (2b^2 = 0) and ! = 3b^3
(= _b^3)), the translational acceleration vector is a = _1b^1 + 13b^2 and the angular
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acceleration vector is  = _3b^3. The Gibbs function can then be constructed.
S =
1
2
m
 
_21 + 
2
1
2
3

+
1
2
I _23 (3.10)
Applying Eq. 3.4, the following kinetic equations can be found.
@S
@ _1
= m _1 = F1 ;
@S
@ _3
= I _3 = u (3.11)
The kinematic dierential equations relating the generalized velocities to the quasi-
velocities then complete the set of rst order dierential equations.
_x =1 cos 
_y =1 sin 
_ = 3 (3.12)
These equations represent the full, nonlinear system of equations. If one were inter-
ested in linearizing them about an equilibrium point, such as fi = 0; qi = qi g, a
Taylor series expansion could be used to nd the following system of equations (for
perturbations of the variables from equilibrium).
_x = 1 cos 

_y = 1 sin 

_ =3
_1 = F 1=m
_3 =u=I (3.13)
Next, a method for generating these equations directly from the function S, bypassing
the full nonlinear equations, is presented.
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B. Direct Linearization via the Gibbs Function
Existing Lagrangian-view direct linearization methods are developed by linearizing
the generalized, fully nonlinear equations once and for all. That is, a Taylor series
expansion is applied to the general form of the equations of motion and rst order
terms are retained [9, 19]. In the following derivation, the expansion is assumed
to about an equilibrium point, qi , such that i = _i = 0 at equilibrium with no
nonpotential forces acting. (Note that direct linearization about a trajectory requires
some additional computation.) Also, without loss of generality, a change of variables is
employed such that qnew = qold q. The simple form of Eq. 3.4 eases the expansion.
Ui =
@S
@ _i
 @
@ _j

@S
@ _i

eq
_j +
@
@j

@S
@ _i

eq
j +
@
@qj

@S
@ _i

eq
qj + : : : (3.14)
This expression can be further simplied by partitioning S in the following manner.
S =s2ij(qk; p) _i _j + (s1ai(qk; p) + s1bi(qk)) _i + s0
=S2 + S1 + S0 = S2 + S1a + S1b + S0 (3.15)
Note that S2 and S1 are respectively quadratic and linear in the time derivatives of
the quasi-velocities, whereas S0 has no dependence on _j. The term S1 can then be
partitioned into S1a, which contains the quasi-velocities, and S1b, which does not.
Using this partitioning, the full set of linearized equations can then be written in a
straightforward manner using Eq. 3.14, along with the linearized kinematic dierential
equations.
Ui = mij _j + zijj + kijqj ; _qi = aijj (3.16)
mij =
@2S2
@ _i@ _j

eq
; zij =
@2S1a
@ _i@j

eq
; kij =
@2S1b
@ _i@qj

eq
; aij = Aijjeq (3.17)
This set of equations allows one to construct the translational and angular acceleration
vectors, and subsequently S, and then nd three partial derivative matrices to directly
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arrive at the linearized equations of motion.
The generalized forces of Eq. 3.16 represent linearized generalized forces. That
is, if these forces depend on the conguration- or velocity-level motion variables, such
as potential forces, then they too must be linearized. Rather than linearizing terms
related to the kinematics in one step, and those related to the potential forces in
another, it is desired to linearize both in a single computation. Hence, an augmented
Gibbs function is desirable.
C. Direct Linearization via Augmented Gibbs Function
The Lagrangian function augments the kinetic energy with a potential energy term,
allowing the potential forces to be separated from the nonpotential forces. Similarly,
a form of the Gibbs function that captures both the kinetic and potential energy of
the system is desirable. This augmented function can be constructed by using forms
of the denition of virtual work to allow the potential forces to participate in the
Gibbs-Appell framework.
First consider the denition of a potential force Pi, a force derived from the
gradient of a potential V , the potential energy of the system [8, 11, 25].
Pi =  @V
@qi
(3.18)
In the Lagrangian view, the virtual work of the forces is W = (Qi + Pi)qi, where
Qi are the nonpotential forces [8, 11, 25]. Similarly, from the Gibbs-Appell view, the
virtual work can be written W = Ujj = (U
P
j + U
N
j )j. Here, j are virtual
displacements of the quasi-coordinates. The total force, Uj, is partitioned into parts
derived from potential (P ) and nonpotential (N) forces. Equating the contributions
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of the potential forces to the virtual work, the following relationship emerges.
W P = Piqi =  @V
@qi
qi =  @V
@qi
Aijj = U
P
j j (3.19)
This relationship begets an expression for the potential forces from the Gibbs-Appell
perspective: UPj =  @V@qiAij. Moving this portion of Eq. 3.4 to the left hand side of
the equation, a new form of the Gibbs function, the augmented Gibbs function, and
its associated equations of motion can be formed.
~S = S +
@V
@qi
Aij _j (3.20)
@ ~S
@ _i
= UNi (3.21)
Furthermore, in a similar manner as before, these equations can be directly linearized.
UNi = mij _j + zijj + kijqj ; _qi = aijj (3.22)
mij =
@2 ~S2
@ _i@ _j

eq
; zij =
@2 ~S1a
@ _i@j

eq
; kij =
@2 ~S1b
@ _i@qj

eq
; aij = Aijjeq (3.23)
This version of the directly linearized equations accounts for linearization of both
the kinematic contribution and the potential force contribution to the equations of
motion. Note that the equilibrium point of the system, neglecting nonpotential forces,
can be found by solving the following equation for qi with i = _i = 0.
@ ~S1b
@ _i
= 0 (3.24)
The separation of the nonpotential and potential forces is common in Lagrangian
formulations, and here it useful also because the dynamic potential, which includes
the potential energy, is often used to nd the equilibrium point.
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1. Example 1b: Planar Vehicle
Recall the example of the sled of Fig. 1. Now also consider two potential forces acting
on the system arising from nonlinear springs connected to the mass center such that
F =  kx3n^1 ky3n^2. These forces can be derived from the potential energy function,
V = k(x4+ y4)=4. From Eq. 3.20, the augmented Gibbs function can be constructed.
~S = S +
@V
@qi
Aij _j =
1
2
m
 
_21 + 
2
1
2
3

+
1
2
I _23 +

kx3 ky3 0
266664
cos  0
sin  0
0 1
377775
264 _1
_3
375
=
1
2
m
 
_21 + 
2
1
2
3

+
1
2
I _23 + _1
 
kx3 cos  + ky3 sin 

(3.25)
Note that the additional terms in the parenthetical are precisely the potential force
contributions in the b^1 direction. Furthermore, the partitioning of ~S is apparent:
~S2 = 1=2m _
2
1 + 1=2I _
2
3, ~S1a = 0, and ~S1b = _1 (kx
3 cos  + ky3 sin ). Applying
direct linearization with Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23, the complete set of rst-order linearized
equations can be formed for x; y; ; 1; 3.
mij =
264 m 0
0 I
375 ; zij =
264 0 0
0 0
375 ; aij =
266664
cos  0
sin  0
0 1
377775
kij =
264 3kx2 cos  3ky2 sin  ( kx3 sin  + ky3 cos )
0 0 0
375 (3.26)
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Once the partial derivatives are found, these matrices are directly substituted into
Eq. 3.22 to yield the linearized equations.
_x =1 cos 

_y =1 sin 

_ = 3
m _1 + (3kx
2 cos )x+ (ky2 sin )y + ( kx3 sin  + ky3 cos ) = F1
I _3 = u (3.27)
Note that these are the same linearized equations obtained in the original example,
except with potential forces acting on the system. However, rather than forming the
full nonlinear equations rst and then individually linearizing both the kinematic and
potential force contributions, the linearized equations are formed directly from the
kinematics via the augmented Gibbs function.
2. Example 2: Complex Spacecraft
A more complicated example is now considered: the system from Kane and Levinson's
\Formulation of Equations of Motion for Complex Spacecraft" [26]. The spacecraft B
in Fig. 2 has massM , and is connected to an internal point P of massm through a link
system. The forces acting on the system include the external forces acting on P, the
external forces acting on B, the external torques acting on B, a spring/damper force
acting between P and the link system, and a spring/damper torque acting between
the links of the link system.
The spacecraft (and body-xed frame b) rotates with the following angular ve-
locity.
!B=N = !1b^1 + !2b^2 + !3b^3 = u1b^1 + u2b^2 + u3b^3 (3.28)
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Fig. 2. Complex Spacecraft Illustration.
The velocity of the spacecraft and particle can be written using quasi-velocities in
the following manner.
vB = v1b^1 + v2b^2 + v3b^3 = u4b^1 + u5b^2 + u6b^3 (3.29)
vP = [v1 + b _ cos    !3(c  r   b cos )]b^1
+ [v2 + b _ sin    _r + !3b sin ]b^2
+ [v3 + !1 (c  r   b cos )  !2b sin ] b^3
= [u4 + u7 cos    u3 (c  r   b cos )] b^1
+ [u5 + u8 + u3b sin ] b^2
+ [u6 + u1 (c  r   b cos )  u2b sin ] b^3 (3.30)
This choice of quasi-velocities, ui, results in the following matrix describing their
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relationship to the generalized velocities, _qi.
A =
2666666666666666666664
c3=c2  s3=c2 0 0 0 0 0 0
s3 c3 0 0 0 0 0 0
 c3s2=c2 s3s2=c2 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 c2c3  c2s3 s2 0 0
0 0 0 s1s2c3 + s3c1  s1s2s3 + c3c1  s1c2 0 0
0 0 0  c1s2c3 + s1s3 c1s2s3 + s1c3 c1c2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 s8  1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1=b 0
3777777777777777777775
(3.31)
Here, ci = cos qi and si = sin qi, fq1; q2; q3g describe the spacecraft attitude, fq4; q5; q6g
describe the spacecraft position, and fq7; q8g describe the relative position of point P
with fr; g. The coordinate choices are described in more detail in Ref. [26].
Using vB, vP , and !B=N , the acceleration of the spacecraft and particle can be
constructed.
aB =[ _u4 + u2u6   u3u5]b^1 + [ _u5 + u3u4   u1u6]b^2 + [ _u6 + u1u5   u2u4]b^3 (3.32)
aP =

_u4 + _u7 cos    _u3 (c  r   b cos )  u27 sin =b  u3u8

b^1
+ [ _u5 + _u8 + _u3b sin  + u3u7 cos ] b^2
+ [ _u6 + _u1 (c  r   b cos )  _u2b sin  + u1u8   u2u7 cos ] b^3
+ !B=N  vp (3.33)
For this problem,  = _u1b^1 + _u2b^2 + _u3b^3 and the (diagonal) elements of the
spacecraft moment of inertia about its center, Ic, coordinatized in the b frame are
I1; I2; I3.
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The Gibbs function can now be formed using Eq. 3.5.
~S = 1=2M

( _u4 + u2u6   u3u5)2 + ( _u5 + u3u4   u1u6)2 + ( _u6 + u1u5   u2u4)

+ 1=2m
f _u4 + _u7 cos    _u3 (c  r   b cos )  u27 sin =b  u3u8
+ u2(u6 + u1 (c  r   b cos )  u2b sin )  u3(u5 + u8 + u3b sin )g2
+ f _u5 + _u8 + _u3b sin  + u3u7 cos  + u3(u4 + u7 cos    u3 (c  r   b cos ))
  u1(u6 + u1 (c  r   b cos )  u2b sin )g2
+ f _u6 + _u1 (c  r   b cos )  _u2b sin  + u1u8   u2u7 cos 
+ u1(u5 + u8 + u3b sin )  u2(u4 + u7 cos    u3 (c  r   b cos ))g2

+ 1=2(I1 _u
2
1 + I2 _u
2
2 + I3 _u
2
3)
+ _u1u2u3(I3   I2) + _u2u1u3(I1   I3) + _u3u1u2(I2   I1) (3.34)
As the problem is presented in Ref. [26], there are no potential forces (i.e., no
forces are explicitly given as a function of the coordinates). Here an equilibrium
conguration is assumed to exist: qi = q

i . Applying direct linearization, zij = 0,
kij = 0, and the following nonzero mij components are found.
m11 = I1 +m(c  q7   b cos(q8))2 ; m22 = I2 +m(b sin(q8))2
m33 = I3 +m(b sin(q

8))
2 +m(c  q7   b cos(q8))2
m44 = m55 = m66 =M +m ; m88 = m58 = m
m77 = m(cos(q

8))
2 ; m35 =m38 = mb sin(q

8)
m26 =  mb sin(q8) ; m47 = m cos(q8)
m12 =  mb sin(q8)(c  q7   b cos(q8))
m16 =  m34 = m(c  q7   b cos(q8))
m37 =  m cos(q8)(c  q7   b cos(q8)) (3.35)
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Furthermore, the coecients aij are simply A evaluated at the equilibrium congu-
ration. Substituting the coecients into Eq. 3.22, the linearized equations of motion
are directly formed. For example, the rst of the eight kinetic equations is as follows.

I1 +m(c  q7 b cos(q8))2

_u1 +
 mb sin(q8)(c  q7   b cos(q8)) _u2
+

m(c  q7   b cos(q8))

_u6 = U1 (3.36)
Comparing each of the linearized equations to the full, nonlinear equations provided in
Eqs. 63-70 of Ref. [26] shows them to be the correctly linearized equations of motion.
D. Summary
Direct linearization via the Gibbs function allows one to construct the rst order
linearized equations of motion about equilibrium for a system directly from a scalar
augmented Gibbs function. This augmented function is akin to the Lagrangian in
that it accounts for the contributions to the governing equations of potential forces
in addition to the kinematics. If the full Gibbs equations, Eq. 3.4, are employed
with S = ~S and U = UP , the same full nonlinear equations result as would have
with the traditional Gibbs function and forces. This result is similar to the use of
the Lagrangian versus the kinetic energy alone in Lagrange's equations. Note that
the direct linearization methods of Refs. [9, 12, 19] use the Lagrangian, L, in the
direct linearization formulation, rather than the kinetic energy alone. In a similar
manner, the augmented Gibbs function accounts for nonlinearity of the generalized
coordinates in potential forces during the direct linearization process. It is also of
interest to note that the term appended to the Gibbs function is similar to the power
rate of the potential forces, _P = W = d=dt(PiAijj). Two terms result from the
time derivative, yet only one term contains _i and subsequently can contribute to the
equations of motion.
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The power of direct linearization is that it forgoes computing the full nonlin-
ear equations of motion prior to linearization and, as a result, is ecient and can
be easily implemented in software. This work extends these features of direct lin-
earization methods to the Gibbs/Appell dynamic modeling approach, the additional
advantages of which are well-known. Particularly, these methods handle both holo-
nomic and nonholonomic constraints directly and employ quasi-velocities, which often
have important physical meanings themselves. Furthermore, the method can be im-
plemented in systems with innite-dimensional coordinates by rst discretizing the
domain. Thus, direct linearization can also be extended to continuous and hybrid
dynamic systems.
Recall the relation between the Gibbs and Appell equations and Kane's equa-
tions. The existing Kanian direct linearization method is one particularly useful
aspect of Kane's equations [27, 28]. Kane's linearization method can be broken down
into the following steps [20, 21, 28].
1. Form nonlinear velocity vector.
2. Form partial velocities.
3. Linearize partial velocities.
4. Linearize velocity vector.
5. Form acceleration vector using linearized velocity vector.
6. Linearize acceleration vector.
7. Apply Kane's equations.
8. Linearize resulting equations of motion.
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Here, note that steps 6 and 8 may or may not be necessary, depending on the preced-
ing steps. That is, nonlinear terms may arise, perhaps due to accounting for rotating
reference frames in step 5 or employing the dot product in step 7, that require ad-
ditional work in order to form the nal linearized equations. For example, for the
complex spacecraft problem, the velocity of the point mass, vP , is written in a rotat-
ing frame. Even if this velocity is linearized in step 4, nonlinear terms arise through
the kinematic transport theorem and must be ignored (in step 6), or, alternatively,
their eect can be discarded after applying Kane's equations (in step 8). Further-
more, forming the generalized inertia torque for step 6 begets nonlinear terms that
must be discarded (in step 8). (Note that these steps are not explicitly stated in
the linearization description given by Kane, et al. in Ref. [21], but are included as a
single, additional step by Kane, et al. in Ref. [20].)
The direct linearization method presented in this chapter provides an alternative
to Kane's method. The steps can be enumerated as follows.
1. Form nonlinear velocity vector.
2. Form partial velocities.
3. Form nonlinear acceleration vector.
4. Form Gibbs function.
5. Form partial derivatives (mij, zij, kij, aij).
6. Form linearized equations of motion (Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23).
Although there may be fewer \steps" to this method, steps 4 and 5 may be cum-
bersome for large, multi-body systems. However, implicitly dierentiating S (rather
than completing the square and then explicitly dierentiating) is recommended to ease
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this burden. The advantage of this direct linearization method is that the lineariza-
tion eort occurs in a single step in a simple \turn the crank" fashion, albeit using
a more complex function beforehand. This method also provides a natural analogy
to those available from a Lagrangian perspective without the explicit understanding
of projection methods (yet arriving at the same result). Overall, both methods pro-
vide the advantages of using quasi-velocities, handling nonholonomic constraints, and
forming the linearized equations of motion without requiring the construction of the
full nonlinear equations.
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CHAPTER IV
REDUNDANT COORDINATE ESTIMATION STRATEGY
The increased utilization of multi-body systems in space and robotic applications
has brought signicant attention to the use of redundant coordinate representations.
Redundant coordinates lend themselves to multi-body system applications because
they ease the derivation of the governing dierential equations and usually better
reect the physical system, including system geometry, control eectors, and sensor
locations, than a minimal coordinate description. However, the introduction of ex-
cess coordinates also necessitates subjecting the governing equations to holonomic
constraints in order to reect the actual system dynamics.
Employing the resulting system of dierential algebraic equations (DAEs) in an
estimation algorithm is less straightforward. Existing methods have been proposed
to capture system constraints in the structure of the Kalman lter [29]. For this re-
search, retaining the original structure of the CDEKF is desired, so the system model
must be transformed to accommodate this framework. Constrained system DAEs can
be transformed into ordinary dierential equations (ODEs) via several methods. A
nonlinear coordinate transformation or quasi-velocity approach is eective, but these
approaches move away from coordinates and velocities that intuitively correlate with
the physical geometry and motion of the system. As described in Ch. II, introduction
and computation of Lagrange multipliers is another path with which many analytical
and numerical methods are available.
For this estimation strategy, the process of developing the estimator is simplied
by treating the forces arising from constraints (those terms associated with the La-
grange multipliers) as just that|constraint forces|rather than as part of the system
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kinematic description.
A. Methodology
Here, the structure of the state matrix F for a dynamical system utilizing redundant
coordinates (and consequently subject to holonomic constraints) is developed. Recall
the denition of F and H from Ch. II, reprinted below.
_^x = f(x^(t);u(t); t) ; F (x^(t); t) =
@f
@x

x^(t)
(4.1)
~yk = hk(xk) + vk ; Hk(x^
 
k ) =
@h
@x

x^ k
(4.2)
In this chapter, the index associated with the discrete time step, k, is dropped for
readability. Also recall consider the form of the equations of motion derived from a
Lagrangian approach as also introduced in Ch. II.
[ _x] =
264 _q
q
375 =
264 _q
M 1
 g + CT+Q
375 (4.3)
Here the motion is described with j = 1 : : : n generalized coordinates qj and velocities
_qj, subjected to k = 1 : : :m constraints k, and inuenced by nonpotential forces Qj
acting on the system (including control inputs). Together, q and _q are the states to
be estimated, x. By partitioning the strictly kinematics-based terms from the forces
(constraint, potential, nonpotential, control, etc.), one can then make the assumption
that either (1)M 1CT andM 1Q or (2) CT and Q are not functions of the states
to simplify the process further.
In this work, assumption (1) is utilized, and the dynamic contribution of M
is also neglected elsewhere in the governing equations. The resulting form for the
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2n 2n state matrix F then has a simple form.
F (x^(t); t) =
2664 0 I M 1 @(g)
@x

x^(t)
3775 (4.4)
Note that I is a identity matrix of dimension n. This perspective provides a straight-
forward approximation for a matrix that can be cumbersome to compute for con-
strained systems. The following examples show that the CDEKF can work well even
with these simplications.
B. Example 1: Classic Pendulum
First, a simple system is used to verify the methodology. The classic pendulum prob-
lem can be represented with a minimal coordinate (angle ) or redundant rectilinear
coordinates (x and y). The coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 3.
For this simulation, the length, L, of the massless rod is 1, the mass of the bob
is 1, the initial velocity is
p
2=10, and the initial angle is 45 deg for the simulations.
Gravity, g = 10, acts on the system. Also, it is assumed that the sensors available
measure position and velocity in the rectilinear coordinates, the measurements have
noise with  = :1, and the initial guess error is 10%. Three cases are then considered.
First, the traditional approach of using a minimal coordinate description to de-
velop the lter is applied. This system representation is governed by a single equation
of motion.
 +
g
L
sin  = 0 (4.5)
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Fig. 3. Classic Pendulum Illustration.
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 yield the F and H matrices for this system.
F =
264 0 1
  g
L
cos  0
375 H =
266666664
L cos  0
L sin  0
 L _ sin  L cos 
L _ cos  L sin 
377777775
(4.6)
Note that this approach results in condence intervals for the minimal coordinates
and a nonlinear transformation must be derived to develop condence intervals for
the rectilinear states. The minimal description state estimate errors and condence
bounds constructed from the state covariance matrix are shown in Fig. 4.
Second, a conventional approach of using rectilinear coordinates and eliminating
the Lagrange multipliers is considered. Recall that the set of governing dierential
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Fig. 4. Example 1: Minimal Coordinate State Estimate Error.
equations are subject to an algebraic constraint.
mx =
@
@x
 (4.7)
my =
@
@y
 mg (4.8)
 = x2 + (L  y)2   L2 = 0 (4.9)
Using the range space method, a solution for  can be obtained.
 =
m
L2
 
g(y   L)  ( _x2 + _y2) (4.10)
Substituting this solution into Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8, one can construct the F and H
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matrices.
F =
266666664
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
g(y L)
L2
gx
L2
 2x _x
L2
 2x _y
L2
0 2g(y L)
L2
 2 _x(y L)
L2
 2 _y(y L)
L2
377777775
H =
266666664
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
377777775
(4.11)
The results from using this coordinate description with Lagrange multiplier elimina-
tion are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Fig. 5. Example 1: Redundant Coordinate Position State Estimate Error with La-
grange Multiplier Elimination.
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Fig. 6. Example 1: Redundant Coordinate Velocity State Estimate Error with La-
grange Multiplier Elimination.
Finally, consider the proposed approach of treating the Lagrange multiplier as
independent from the coordinates. Simple forms of the F and H matrices result.
F =
266666664
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
377777775
H =
266666664
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
377777775
(4.12)
Note that the state matrix F does not directly account for the eect of the constraints,
though the state estimate propagation equation (Eq. 2.29) does. Figures 7 and 8
show that the state covariance error bounds are similar to those for the constraint
elimination case.
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Fig. 7. Example 1: Redundant Coordinate Position State Estimate Error with Con-
straint Force Perspective.
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Fig. 8. Example 1: Redundant Coordinate Velocity State Estimate Error with Con-
straint Force Perspective.
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C. Example 2: Two-Arm Robot
Now consider the more complex example of the two-arm manipulator robot with rigid
payload in a gravity-free environment, as shown in Fig. 9. The position and attitude
of the payload can be described by the coordinates (x, y, ). Since the system has
only three degrees of freedom, this minimal set of coordinates is sucient to describe
the motion of the system. However, the controls for the manipulator arms are located
at the manipulator joints and use the angles i, i = 1 : : : 4, in the control laws, so
it is desired to instead describe this system with a set of seven coordinates (1, 2,
3, 4, , x, y) subject to four constraints. This coordinate description results in a
14-element state vector.
x = [1; 2; 3; 4; ; x; y; _1; _2; _3; _4; _; _x; _y]
T (4.13)
Let the coordinate states be described with q and the velocity states with _q.
Fig. 9. Two-Arm Robot Illustration.
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The 2nd-order dierential equations of motion are now developed for this system.
For the simulation results, the payload has mass mp = 6, inertia Ip = 1, and diameter
Lp = 1. The manipulator arms are numbered counterclockwise from the lower left
hand side and have mass mi = 12, inertia Ii = 1, and length Li = 1 for i = 1 : : : 4.
The shoulders of the two arms are separated by a distance L = 1 + 2
p
2, and the
arms are connected to the payload at xed points, which constrains the motion of the
system.
1 = 0 = L1 cos 1 + L2 cos 2   x+ Lp
2
cos
2 = 0 = L1 sin 1 + L2 sin 2   y + Lp
2
sin
3 = 0 = L3 cos 3 + L4 cos 4 + L  x  Lp
2
cos
4 = 0 = L3 sin 3 + L+ 4 sin 4   y + Lp
2
sin (4.14)
The mass matrix, M , of Eq. 2.12 can be written as a block diagonal matrix.
M =
266664
ML 0 0
0 MR 0
0 0 MP
377775 (4.15)
Here ML denotes the sub-matrix of M associated with the left-hand arm, MR with
the right-hand arm, and MP with the payload.
ML =
264 14m1L21 + I1 +m2L21 12m2L1L2 cos 21
1
2
m2L1L2 cos 21
1
4
m2L
2
2 + I2
375 (4.16)
MR =
264 14m3L23 + I3 +m4L23 12m4L3L4 cos 43
1
2
m4L3L4 cos 43
1
4
m4L
2
4 + I4
375 (4.17)
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Mp =
266664
Ip 0 0
0 mp 0
0 0 mp
377775 (4.18)
Note that ij = i   j, and that the Lagrangian for this system, equal to the
kinetic energy, is L = 1=2 _qM _q. The control inputs form the nonpotential force
vector.
Q = [ u1   u2 u2 u3   u4 u4 0 0 0 ]T (4.19)
Next, applying Lagrange's equations to the system, the resulting governing equations
presented in Eq. 4.3 are shown again here.
[ _x] =
264 _q
q
375 =
264 _q
M 1
 g + CT+Q
375 (4.20)
Velocity- and position-level terms unrelated to the generalized and constraint forces
are captured in g.
g =
266666666664
 1
2
m2L1L2 _
2
2 sin 21
1
2
m2L1L2 _
2
1 sin 21
 1
2
m4L3L4 _
2
4 sin 43
1
2
m4L3L4 _
2
3 sin 43
[0]31
377777777775
(4.21)
The constraint inuence matrix is constructed using the constraints of Eq. 4.14.
C =
266666664
 L1 sin 1  L2 sin 2 0 0  12Lp sin  1 0
L1 cos 1 L2 cos 2 0 0
1
2
Lp cos 0  1
0 0  L3 sin 3  L4 sin 4 12Lp sin  1 0
0 0 L3 cos 3 L4 cos 4
1
2
Lp cos 0  1
377777775
(4.22)
The state matrix is then given by Eq. 7.8, and the H matrix is I, since all states are
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assumed to be measured.
With the estimation algorithm now constructed in this manner, the system mo-
tion can be simulated by choosing a method for eliminating the Lagrange multipliers
in the state propagation equation. For the following results, the measurement error
standard deviation is :1 and the initial guess error is 10%. The system, initially at
rest, is driven by a prescribed control sequence and has the following initial constraint-
compatible coordinates.
q(t0) = [ 1=2 +
p
2 0 0 45 deg  45 deg 135 deg 225 deg ]T (4.23)
The simulation results for the proposed method show that the Kalman lter is able to
successfully converge and bound the error residuals below the prescribed measurement
error. Figures 10 and 11 show the residuals and error bounds for the coordinate states,
whereas Figs. 12 and 13 show the errors associated with the velocity states.
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Fig. 10. Example 2: Arm Conguration State Estimate Error.
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Fig. 11. Example 2: Payload Conguration State Estimate Error.
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Fig. 12. Example 2: Arm Velocity State Estimate Error.
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Fig. 13. Example 2: Payload Velocity State Estimate Error.
D. Approximation Error
For the two examples presented, the system states are fully observable (Hk = H =
I) and the measurement sampling frequencies are much higher than those of the
system dynamics. Of interest, though, is how the \constraint force" perspective fares
when this is not the case. Here, two redundant coordinate estimation strategies are
compared for the pendulum of Example 1 over a range of measurement sampling
frequencies for three cases.
 Measure all states (fully observable).
 Measure position only (ym = [x; y]).
 Measure x-position and y-velocity (ym = [x; _y]).
The rst strategy considered is that in which the constraint force is written as an
explicit function of the system states, fc = fc(x; t), and the second strategy is that
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proposed in this chapter (the approximation in which it is not, fc = fc(t)). Using the
same source of measurements with error ym = :1, the state estimate error at each
time step, ek, is calculated as the dierence between the true states and the state
estimates. The measure selected to evaluate the total error is the sum square of the
errors.
J = eTk ek (4.24)
The simulation results for this exercise are shown in Fig. 14. For the two cases
in which a subset of states are measured, the approximation admits a greater steady-
state error. For this specic example, the governing equations are linear in the states
from the fc(t) perspective. Investigation of the observability matrix, O = [H;HF ],
reveals that O is not full rank and the system subsequently has unobservable states,
which supports the simulation results [1].
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Fig. 14. Observability and Measurement Frequency Error.
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With respect to measurement frequency alone, the approximation strategy per-
forms similarly to the full redundant coordinate model. As shown in Fig. 14, the
methods exhibit comparable error at higher frequencies and both signicantly in-
crease in error at smaller measurement sampling intervals. For this system, the ap-
proximate natural frequency (i.e. small angle ) is !n 
p
g=L =
p
10. As both
strategies approach this value in measurement frequency, the CDEKF accuracy de-
creases. However, the error does increase more rapidly for the approximation in this
lower-frequency range. This greater sensitivity to measurement sampling frequency
is important, but is not so much greater that than for the full model as to overcome
other advantages of neglecting the state-dependence of the constraint force.
Note that, for this example, of interest may be a measurement frequency sen-
sitivity comparison between each redundant coordinate strategy and the minimal
coordinate representation (which implicity accounts for the constraint). In this chap-
ter, however, the goal is to more easily admit the use of redundant coordinates. Even
if the minimal coordinate representation can be shown less sensitive to measurement
frequency, this advantage alone may not be sucient to overcome the advantages of
the redundant coordinate representations outlined herein.
E. Summary
In this chapter, a straightforward approach for developing a Kalman lter for dy-
namic systems with redundant coordinates and, subsequently, holonomic constraints
is presented. The proposed simplication facilitates the construction of an estimation
algorithm by decreasing the amount of partial dierentiation necessary to implement
the continuous-discrete extended Kalman lter. Furthermore, this method does not
require a specic solution method for calculating the Lagrange multipliers; this choice
is left to the engineer. A simple classic pendulum example shows that the proposed
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approach can result in error residuals comparable to those of the full version of the
Kalman lter. The two arm robot manipulator example shows a more complex sys-
tem for which the control eector locations make the use of redundant coordinates
particularly desirable. These results show that, with the simplication presented
here, the estimator converges and reduces the error residuals and condence bounds
below that of the measurement error. Simulation results also show that, for less ideal
measurements, the approximation is more sensitive to reduced observability and sam-
pling frequency. For many systems, however, this sensitivity may not be much greater
than that of the full redundant coordinate formulation. Overall, the examples show
how this approach can be eectively utilized to build a straightforward estimator for
systems described with redundant coordinates.
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CHAPTER V
CONSTRAINT MONITORING ESTIMATION STRATEGY
Sometimes a dynamical system subject to a constraint is congured or undergoes
motion such that the constraint is not held for some period of time, often uninten-
tionally. For example, a tether connecting two spacecraft may fail. For intervals where
the constraint is not held, a dierent dynamical model of the system may be more
appropriate. In order to determine whether a constraint is violated, a qualitative mea-
sure of the constraint and an associated condence bound is needed. Furthermore,
this measure must be updated frequently to monitor changes in the system associated
with a constraint violation. Here, a sequential estimate of the constraint itself is the
measure employed. Two methods for estimating the constraint are presented: rst,
construction of the constraint using state estimates and second, estimation of the
constraint via the Kalman Filter framework.
A. Methodology
Two approaches for estimating the constraint and associated variance are investi-
gated. Recall that  represents either a holonomic or a nonholonomic (scleronomic)
constraint and x represents the state vector of generalized coordinates and velocities.
Each of the proposed approaches use the current estimates of the states to construct
an \estimate" or a \measurement" for .
^ = (x^) (5.1)
The two methods vary, however, in how this value is utilized and how the associated
variance is constructed.
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1. Method 1: Construct Constraint and Variance
The rst estimation strategy utilizes the property that expectation, Efxg, is a linear
operator [1].
Efax1 + bx2g = aEfx1g+ bEfx2g (5.2)
Here, a and b are not functions of the states and are usually constant coecients. The
constraint error covariance is based on the constraint error, which is the dierence
between the true value of the constraint, t, and the estimated value, ^.
~ = ^  t (5.3)
Note that if the constraint is held, the estimate for t should equal zero (within
some condence bound associated with the constraint error covariance). For a con-
straint linear in the states,  = aixi, the variance associated with this bound can be
constructed in the following manner with i 6= j.
2 = Ef~2g = a2iEf~x2i g+ 2aiajEf~xi~xjg
= a2i
2
i + 2aiajij (5.4)
Here, ai represents the coecient of xi, 
2
i is the variance associated with xi, and
ij is the covariance associated with xi and xj. These values can be extracted from
the state error covariance matrix. For a nonlinear constraint, this relationship can be
approximated by rst linearizing the constraint estimate about the true value of the
constraint (t = (qt)).
^
  

xt
+
@
@xi

xt
(x^i   xit) + : : :
 t + @
@xi

x^
(~xi) + : : : (5.5)
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The constraint error can then be approximated.
~  ^  t = @
@xi

x^
~xi (5.6)
An approximation for the constraint error variance can then be constructed in a
similar manner as for linear constraints.
2 = Ef~g  E
(
@
@xi
2
x^
~x2i + 2

@
@xi
@
@xj

x^
~xi~xj
)


@
@xi
2
x^
E

~x2i
	
+ 2

@
@xi
@
@xj

x^
E f~xi~xjg


@
@xi
2
x^
2i + 2

@
@xi
@
@xj

x^
ij (5.7)
In this approach, both ^ and 2 are constructed in the propagation/prediction
step of the CDEKF using the values x^ = x^+k from the most recent update step. The
logic employed for both methods is later described. Note that the variance terms
along the diagonal, 2i , tend to dominate the state error covariance matrix.
2. Method 2: Estimate Constraint and Variance
A second approach for estimating both the constraint and variance is to append 
to the state vector within the Kalman Filter framework. The computational com-
plexity of this approach can be reduced by building a secondary constraint lter that
essentially runs parallel to the state lter and uses the state estimates to construct
constraint \measurements," ym(tk) = ^(x
 
k ). Within the CDEKF framework, the
following matrices subsequently result.
Hk = 1 ; F = 0 (5.8)
The constraint measurement covariance matrix, Rk , is constructed using Eq. 5.7, and
Q(t) > 0 is tuned to provide a small perturbation to the covariance matrix propaga-
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tion via process noise. To propagate the constraint estimate itself in the \prediction"
step of the Kalman Filter, the time derivative of the constraint is employed.
_ =
@
@xi
_xi (5.9)
The remaining equations of the CDEKF can be applied for the constraint as written
in Ch. II. However, note that unlike in Method 1, the constraint \measurements" are
constructed in the update/correction step of the CDEKF.
3. Employing the Constraint Variance
The constraint variance provides a measure of the uncertainty of the constraint es-
timate. Taking the square root of the variance provides the 1    bound for the
constraint estimate. By assuming that the \truth" value for the constraint is equal
to zero, constraint violation can be detected when the constraint estimate leaves the
1  , 2  , 3  , etc. bound, as determined most appropriate by the user.
Given two potential system models, _qc = f c(q; t) and _qu = fu(q; t), where c
and u indicate \constrained" or \unconstrained," the uncertainty bound can then be
combined with conditional logic to allow the estimation algorithm to autonomously
choose the more appropriate dynamic model for the system.
If j^kj > k ,
_qu = fu(q; t)
Else
_qc = f c(q; t)
End
Here the 1   bound is used. Note that, for systems subject to more than one
constraint, both approaches can be modied to accommodate multiple constraints
using vector notation. The most dicult accommodation is the logic employed to
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switch between candidate system models.
B. Simulation Results
Two candidate systems are simulated using each of the two proposed methods. The
rst system is a two-dimensional disk rolling without slip along a straight, horizontal
surface. The linear constraint associated with this system is violated when the wheel
begins to slip for a specied time interval. Example 2 consists of a planar pendulum
with an obstacle in the right-hand plane.
The simulation results from the rst two examples indicate that Method 1 is both
more eective and less computationally expensive. Two additional, more complex
examples are simulated using only Method 1. The third example is a planar vehicle,
such as a sled or ice skate, and the nal example is a tethered satellite system orbiting
the Earth.
1. Example 1: Rolling Disk
In this section, the simulation results for a disk of radius R and massm rolling initially
without slip, and for some time with slip, are presented. Figure 15 illustrates this
system. The states for this system are the displacement, x, translational velocity, _x,
disk angle, , and disk angular velocity, _.
If the constraint  = _x R _ is held, the dynamics of this system can be described
with Model 1.
_q =
266666664
_

_x
x
377777775
=
266666664
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
377777775
266666664

_
x
_x
377777775
+
266666664
0
1=Rm
0
1=m
377777775
[u] (5.10)
However, if the constraint is violated and the disk begins to slide rather than roll
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Fig. 15. Rolling Disk Illustration.
without slip, the more appropriate model is Model 2.
_q =
266666664
_

_x
x
377777775
=
266666664
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
377777775
266666664

_
x
_x
377777775
+
266666664
0
0
0
1=m
377777775
[u] +
266666664
0
0
0
1=m
377777775
[ mg] (5.11)
For the following simulations, R = m = 1, g = 10, u = 2 and  = :1 for the
time interval 0 < t < 10. The measurements are the conguration coordinates x
and , and are constructed with measurement error ym = 2, which is not insigni-
cant. The measurement covariance matrix is Rk = 
2
ymI where I is a 2  2 identity
matrix. The process noise covariance matrix is a 4 4 diagonal matrix with entries
[0:0025; 0:5; 0:0025; 0:5], and the states are initialized with 10% error.
The true system experiences slip between t = 1 and t = 5. At t = 3, u = 0 until
the constraint is again held. Also note that, although this constraint is holonomic
and can be integrated, the constraint is used \as-is" with velocity-level states that
are estimated (i.e., not measured directly). Integration of this constraint with respect
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to time requires initial conditions at time t0.Z t
t0
( _x() R _())d = [x(t) R(t)]  [x(t0) R(t0)] (5.12)
Here t0 refers to the point where the constraint is initially engaged, which may occur
at several points in the time interval. Thus, using the velocity-level constraint with
instantaneous state estimates is more easily facilitated in the estimation framework.
The simulation results show that both methods are able to track the constraint
violation, albeit with some delay, as shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The time delay is
likely related to the uncertainty bound, as the non-zero constraint estimate must
pass this bound for constraint violation to be detected with a set level of certainty.
Note that, in order for the Method 2 CDEKF to perform comparably to the Method
1 CDEKF, a very large amount of process noise, i.e. Q = 15, must be applied to the
constraint covariance propagation equation. Typically, the process noise is increased
to accommodate modeling errors and to drive the CDEKF to more heavily weight
the measurements. Here, the large amount of process noise indicates that driving
Method 2 to behave \more like" Method 1 increases its eectiveness.
Figures 18-21 show that the constraint estimate leaves the 1   error bound in
the \slip" region and Model 2 is successfully implemented. With Method 2, however,
the constraint estimate drifts and Model 2 is incorrectly applied when the constraint
is not violated. Even though only position-level states are sensed, all four states are
well-tracked with Method 1. Method 2 tracks eectively until Model 2 is incorrectly
employed late in the time interval. The measurements and state estimates for both
methods are shown in Figs. 22-27.
Note that the estimates and errors are shown in red, whereas the truth, mea-
surements, and error bounds are shown in blue.
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Fig. 16. Example 1: True and Estimated Constraint Value Using Method 1.
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Fig. 17. Example 1: True and Estimated Constraint Value Using Method 2.
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Fig. 18. Example 1: Constraint Estimate with 1   Error Bounds Using Method 1.
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Fig. 19. Example 1: Constraint Estimate with 1   Error Bounds Using Method 2.
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Fig. 20. Example 1: Model Time History Using Method 1.
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Fig. 21. Example 1: Model Time History Using Method 2.
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Fig. 22. Example 1: Measurements and Estimates Using Method 1.
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Fig. 23. Example 1: Measurements and Estimates Using Method 2.
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Fig. 24. Example 1: True and Estimated States Using Method 1.
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Fig. 25. Example 1: True and Estimated States Using Method 2.
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Fig. 26. Example 1: State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds Using Method 1.
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Fig. 27. Example 1: State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds Using Method 2.
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2. Example 2: Asymmetric Pendulum
The second constrained system example is a variation of the classic pendulum moving
in the plane under the inuence of gravity. In this version, an obstacle of a semicircle
is placed in the right-hand plane, as shown in Fig. 28.
Fig. 28. Asymmetric Pendulum Illustration.
The kinematics for each half-plane are dierent, so the dynamics of this system
must be modeled separately for each side. First, the right-hand side is considered.
The pendulum position in the right-half plane can be described with the following
vector.
r = (R R cos  + (L R) sin ) i^+ ( R sin    (L R) cos ) j^
= xi^+ yj^ (5.13)
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Equating the terms along the horizontal and vertical axes results in two holonomic
constraints.
1 =x R +R cos    (L R) sin  = 0
2 = y +R sin  + (L R) cos  = 0 (5.14)
Employing the range space method described in Ch. II with these constraints gives
the equations of motion.
x =  (L R) _2 sin    g sin  cos 
y = (L R) _2 cos    g sin2 
 =
1
L R

R _2   g sin 

(5.15)
In the left-hand plane, the position vector is as follows.
r = L sini^  L cosj^
= xi^+ yj^ (5.16)
Again equating the terms along the i^ and j^ axes yields two dierent holonomic
constraints for the left-hand plane.
1 =x  L sin = 0
2 =y + L cos = 0 (5.17)
These constraints can be combined into a single constraint: x2 + y2 = L2. Applying
Lagrange's equations for constrained systems, the governing equations for the left-
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hand side result.
x =  x
L2
 
_x2 + _y2

+
gxy
L2
y =  y
L2
 
_x2 + _y2
  gx2
L2
 =
 g sin
L
(5.18)
Note that, as the two angles  and  approach zero, the two dynamical models
converge to the same equations with  = . For the simulations, this property is
utilized to simplify the transition between models. Thus  =  for  < 0 in the
forthcoming plots. One additional consideration is nature of the term (L   R),
which dominates the expressions for the constraint and constraint variance. When
the pendulum rst enters the left-half plane and constraint violation has not yet been
detected,  becomes negative and a consequence is (L R) > L, which is physically
impossible for this system. Thus, in implementation, (L   Rjj) is used to compute
the values for the constraint and constraint variance for both methods.
For these numerical results, R = 1, L = 3, and g = 10. The initial position and
velocity estimates are constructed using the constraints with (t0) = =3 rad and
_(t0) = 1:5 rad/s. A small amount of error, 5%, is applied to allow the conguration
coordinates to remain nearly \constraint compatible", but still be imperfect guesses.
The two measurement sources are only the x and y coordinates, but all six states
are ltered. The initial state estimate covariance matrix is Pk(t0) = 50I, where I
is the identity matrix, and the process error covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix
with entries diag(Q) = [0:0025; 0:1; 0:05; 0:01; 0:05; 0:01]. The measurement error
for both states is ym = 0:05, and Rk is constructed as in Example 1.
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For this example, two constraints are being considered. The logic employed to
account for multiple constraints is modied accordingly with L and R indicating the
left- and right-hand side models.
j^kj = mean([j^1kj; j^1kj])
k = mean([1k ; 1k ])
If j^kj > k ,
_qL = fL(q; t)
Else
_qR = fR(q; t)
End
The simulation results in Figs. 29-48 show that both Method 1 and Method 2
can successfully switch between the two models and eectively lter the six states.
Through signicant process noise tuning eort, the performance of Method 2 can be
increased to be nearly comparable to that of Method 1. Note that Method 2 is again
found to be very sensitive to the values of the process noise chosen for Q1 and Q2 .
Here, each is equal to one. The combination of (1) less computational complexity and
(2) less sensitivity to process noise recommends Method 1 as a more advantageous
approach to constraint monitoring in the CDEKF estimation framework than Method
2. For the remaining examples of greater complexity, Method 1 alone is applied.
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Fig. 29. Example 2: True and Estimated Constraint Value Using Method 1.
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Fig. 30. Example 2: True and Estimated Constraint Value Using Method 2.
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Fig. 31. Example 2: Constraint Estimate with 1   Error Bounds Using Method 1.
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Fig. 32. Example 2: Constraint Estimate with 1   Error Bounds Using Method 2.
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Fig. 33. Example 2: Model Time History Using Method 1.
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Fig. 34. Example 2: Model Time History Using Method 2.
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Fig. 35. Example 2: Measurements and Estimates Using Method 1.
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Fig. 36. Example 2: Measurements and Estimates Using Method 2.
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Fig. 37. Example 2: True and Estimated x States Using Method 1.
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Fig. 38. Example 2: True and Estimated x States Using Method 2.
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Fig. 39. Example 2: x State Estimate Error with 3  Error Bounds Using Method 1.
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Fig. 40. Example 2: x State Estimate Error with 3  Error Bounds Using Method 2.
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Fig. 41. Example 2: True and Estimated y States Using Method 1.
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Fig. 42. Example 2: True and Estimated y States Using Method 2.
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Fig. 43. Example 2: y State Estimate Error with 3  Error Bounds Using Method 1.
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Fig. 44. Example 2: y State Estimate Error with 3  Error Bounds Using Method 2.
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Fig. 45. Example 2: True and Estimated  States Using Method 1.
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Fig. 46. Example 2: True and Estimated  States Using Method 2.
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Fig. 47. Example 2:  State Estimate Error with 3  Error Bounds Using Method 1.
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Fig. 48. Example 2:  State Estimate Error with 3  Error Bounds Using Method 2.
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3. Example 3: Planar Vehicle
For example 3, consider a planar vehicle subject to a \no sideslip" constraint, such as
an ice skate or the sled of Fig. 1 from Ch. III. For this problem, recall the position-level
kinematics in both cartesian and polar coordinates.
r = xi^+ yj^ = rb^1 (5.19)
The frame-independent time derivative gives the velocity-level kinematics.
_r = _xi^+ _yj^
= _rb^1 + r _b^2
= ( _x cos  + _y sin ) b^1 + ( _y cos    _x sin ) b^2 (5.20)
Here, the body-xed axis b^1 is aligned with the forward motion of the vehicle, and b^2
is in the plane and orthogonal to this motion. Setting the velocity along the b^2 axis
equal to zero to enforce no sideslip, the following form of the constraint results.
 = _y cos    _x sin  = 0 (5.21)
The following equations of motion result by applying Lagrange's equations for con-
strained systems.
mx = T cos + Cx
my = T sin + Cy
I  = u+ C (5.22)
The constraint inuence matrix relates the constraints and generalized velocities.
C = [  sin ; cos ; 0]T (5.23)
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Using the range space method outlined in Ch. II, the solution for the Lagrange mul-
tiplier can be found.
 = m _ ( _y sin  + _x cos ) (5.24)
When the constraint is violated, it is assumed that sliding friction, modeled as
F =  mg, opposes the motion in the b^2 direction, but the vehicle can still move
without opposing friction in the b^1 direction. The unconstrained equations of motion
can be derived using the familiar form of Lagrange's equations.
mx = T cos + F sin 
my = T sin   F cos 
I  = u (5.25)
For the following simulation results, the thrust T along the b^1 axis and torque u
about the out of plane axis are designed to rst accelerate the vehicle and then cause it
to turn sharply. During this turn, the vehicle \loses traction" and experiences sideslip
before decelerating and re-engaging the constraint. The vehicle has mass m = 50 and
inertia I = 50. The sliding friction coecient is  = 0:05, and gravity has the value
g = 10. The initial coordinates are x = 10, y = 10, and  = 0 with no initial angular
velocity and initial forward velocity of 5.
The initial guesses of the state estimates are given 10% error. The measurements
x, y, and  for 0 < t < 200 have measurement error ym = [1:5; 1:5; :01], respectively.
The square of these values are the elements of the diagonal matrix Rk. The process
noise covariance matrix applied is given by Q = diag[:2; :1; :2; :1; :001; :001], and
the initial state estimate covariance matrix is Pk(t0) = 100I, where I is the identity
matrix.
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The estimation results show that Method 1 works very well for this system, as
shown in Fig. 49-58. The slight dierential from the initial error bounds that oc-
curs after the constraint is re-engaged (see Fig. 54, 56 and 58) is likely due to the
system model (rather than Method 1 or the CDEKF). One diculty of simulat-
ing multi-model systems (i.e., constrained ! unconstrained ! constrained) for use
as measurements is the design of a simple open-loop control that drives the system
states back to a constraint-compatible conguration after the constraint has been vio-
lated. For these measurements, the system is driven to a nearly constraint-compatible
conguration ( < 10 6).
Though the physical system is dicult to model well mathematically, this model
of the system is a particularly good candidate for constraint monitoring because (1)
the average non-zero constraint value is much greater than the associated error bound
and (2) the system is unconstrained for a substantial time period, as shown in Fig. 49
and 50. These characteristics allow the unconstrained model to be utilized more
quickly and to subsequently lend greater eectiveness to the CDEKF by providing a
more appropriate model of the true dynamics for the time period that the system is
unconstrained.
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Fig. 49. Example 3: True and Estimated Constraint Value.
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Fig. 50. Example 3: Constraint Estimate with 1   Error Bounds.
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Fig. 51. Example 3: Model Time History.
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Fig. 52. Example 3: Measurements and Estimates.
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Fig. 53. Example 3: True and Estimated x States.
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Fig. 54. Example 3: x State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds.
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Fig. 55. Example 3: True and Estimated y States.
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Fig. 56. Example 3: y State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds.
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Fig. 57. Example 3: True and Estimated  States.
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Fig. 58. Example 3:  State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds.
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4. Example 4: Tethered Satellite System
For a more complex example with a nonlinear constraint, a tethered satellite system
is investigated. This system consists of two satellites orbiting the Earth that are
connected by a tether. Here, the tether is modeled as a massless, rigid rod of length
L and gravitational eects other than that of the Earth are neglected. The polar
coordinates used to describe the kinematics of the two satellites are shown in Fig. 59.
Fig. 59. Tethered Satellite System Illustration.
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For each of the i = 1; 2 satellites, the position, velocity, and acceleration can be
described using these polar coordinates.
ri =rie^ri
_ri = _rie^ri + ri
_ie^i
ri =

ri   ri _2i

e^ri +

rii + 2 _ri _i

e^i (5.26)
The tether alters the satellite system motion according to the following nonlinear
holonomic constraint.
 = r21 + r
2
2   2r1r2 cos(1   2)  L2 = 0 (5.27)
The associated constraint inuence matrix can be written with ij = i   j.
C =
266666664
r1   r2 cos 12
r1r2 sin 12
r2   r1 cos 12
 r1r2 sin 12
377777775
(5.28)
Using Lagrange's equations (with Newton's law of gravitation to construct the po-
tential energy) yields the equations of motion.
r1 = r1 _
2
1  
GmE
m1r21
+
C11
m1
1
1 =  2 _r1
_1
r1
+
C21
m1r21
1
r2 = r2 _
2
2  
GmE
m2r22
+
C31
m2
1
2 =  2 _r2
_2
r2
+
C41
m2r22
1 (5.29)
The range-space method can again be implemented to nd the Lagrange multiplier
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as a function of the states.
1 =  m1m2
L2(m1 +m2)
 
r21
_21 + r
2
2
_22 + _r
2
1 + _r
2
2
  2(r1 _1r2 _2 + _r1 _r2) cos 12 + 2(r1 _1 _r2   r2 _2 _r1) sin 12

+
GmEm1m2
L2(m1 +m2)r21r
2
2
 
r21(r2   r1 cos 12 + r22(r1   r2 cos 12

(5.30)
For this system, the unconstrained equations of motion equal the constrained equa-
tions of motion with  = 0.
In simulation, the tethered satellite system is released, in a constraint-compatible
conguration, at perigee. The parameters chosen for this study are outlined in Table I.
Table I. Tethered Satellite System Parameter Values.
Parameter Value
c 104
G 6:67300 10 20 km3/kg/s2
mEarth 5:9722 1024 kg
rEarth 6371 km
L 5 km
m1 500 kg
m2 5 kg
r1(t0) 8376 km
r2(t0) 8371 km
i(t0) 0 rad
_ri 0 km/s
_i 8:238 10 4 rad/s
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The orbit of the satellite system is monitored for time 0s < t < 1500s, and
the tether breaks at time t = 500s. The four conguration-level states (ri, i) are
sensed, and all eight (conguration and velocity) states are estimated. The measure-
ment noise covariance matrix is constructed as before with ym = [1; :0001; 1; :0001],
and the diagonal elements of the process noise covariance matrix are Q = 10 10 
diag[400; 400; 500; 0:04; 400; 400; 500; 0:04]. The initial state covariance matrix is
Pk(t0) = 100I, and the state estimates are initialized with approximately 5% error.
Note that the dierence in magnitudes between the radial and angular measures for
this system required a scaling factor, c, to eciently integrate the equations in the
state estimate propagation equation of the CDEKF.
The plots in Figs. 60- 71 demonstrate that implementation of Method 1 constraint
monitoring is eective for this system. Figures 60 and 61 show that there is some
time delay in switching models as the constraint estimate moves out of the uncertainty
bound. For this example, a 1:5   uncertainty bound is selected due to a small bias
in the constraint estimate, which is apparent in Fig. 60. A similar and potentially
related bias is reected in the i estimate error in Figs. 67 and 71. This bias reects
the angular dierence ij that appears throughout the system model equations of
motion (i.e., the angles do not appear independently). The bias is therefore likely a
consequence of the coordinate choice for the system model and not a reection on the
proposed method or the CDEKF.
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Fig. 60. Example 4: Constraint Estimate with 1   Error Bounds.
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Fig. 61. Example 4: Model Time History
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Fig. 62. Example 4: Measurements and Estimates for Satellite 1.
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Fig. 63. Example 4: Measurements and Estimates for Satellite 2.
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Fig. 64. Example 4: True and Estimated r1 States.
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Fig. 65. Example 4: r1 State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds.
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Fig. 66. Example 4: True and Estimated 1 States.
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Fig. 67. Example 4: 1 State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds.
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Fig. 68. Example 4: True and Estimated r2 States.
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Fig. 69. Example 4: r2 State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds.
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Fig. 70. Example 4: True and Estimated 2 States.
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Fig. 71. Example 4: 2 State Estimate Error with 3   Error Bounds.
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C. Summary
The general strategy presented in this chapter is useful for designing a constrained
system that can autonomously monitor its constrained motion, detect constraint vi-
olation, and make estimation and control decisions accordingly. Each of the two
strategies outlined are shown to successfully detect constraint violation with respect
to an associated condence bound and automatically select the dynamical model that
better reects the unconstrained motion. In order to detect constraint violation with
some degree of certainty, a measure is needed to bound the estimate of the constraint
value. Here, the measure selected is the variance associated with the constraint es-
timate. This measure can be approximated by linearizing the constraint about the
\true" constraint value and then evaluating the partial derivative coecients with
the estimated state values. Using this linearized constraint relationship, the linear
property of the expectation operator can be utilized to approximate the variance as-
sociated with the constraint. It is then up to the user to impose switching logic that
accounts for the certainty of constraint violation via the constant coecient (i.e., 1-,
2-, 3-, etc.) of the constraint  bound.
The plots and analysis from the numerical results show that the two methods
presented can be successfully implemented in the CDEKF. These simulations also
indicate that Method 1 is the more advantageous approach due to the additional
complexity and sensitivity to process noise of Method 2. Through several examples,
this approach is shown to work for both holonomic and nonholonomic constraints, as
well as for multiple constraints. Overall, this method allows multi-model (constrained
and unconstrained) estimation for systems subject to broken constraints.
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CHAPTER VI
HYBRID SYSTEM ESTIMATION STRATEGY
For hybrid dynamical systems, integration with respect to both space and time
are required to construct the states of the system over a specied interval of time.
For some linear systems, a separation of variables approach can be employed to par-
tition the equations into time-varying and space-varying components [7]. For simple
systems, the resulting dierential Eigenvalue problem can be solved: highly accu-
rate numerical approximations for the Eigenvalues of the spatial component can be
calculated and a solution (truncated series of innite Eigenfunction terms) can be
constructed. For more complex systems, this dierential Eigenvalue problem is less
straightforward, and a nite-dimensional approximation of the governing equations is
commonly implemented (though, recently, a generalized frequency domain state-space
model has been presented) [30]. Common approaches for transforming the innite-
dimensional problem to a nite-dimensional one include the assumed modes method
and nite element method [7, 12].
In this chapter, the assumed modes method is investigated as a means for imple-
menting the continuous-discrete extended Kalman lter for hybrid dynamical systems
with a single spatial domain. Typically, references to the assumed modes method
implies linear assumed modes. Here, both linear and quadratic assumed modes
methods is explored. For estimation, these methods are preferred over the nite
element method, which is more appropriate for complex geometries but requires a
greater number of nite-dimensional coordinates to accurately approximate the sys-
tem Eigenvalues [7]. The spatially-dependent terms in both the linear and quadratic
assumed modes methods are computed prior to the implementation of the estimation
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scheme. After applying a nite-dimensional treatment to the exible domain, the
resulting ODE form of the equations of motion are then used within the CDEKF
structure.
A. Linear Assumed Modes Method
In the linear assumed modes method, the transverse deection, w, of an elastic body
is approximated by a series of n products of space- and time- dependent functions
[7, 31].
w(x; t) =
nX
i=1
i(x)qi(t) = iqi (6.1)
The time-dependent functions, qi(t) serve as time-varying amplitudes for the space-
dependent functions, (x), and can be considered generalized coordinates of the
nite-dimensional model of the system. The space-dependent functions, called the
\assumed modes," are divided into three categories of linearly independent functions:
admissible functions, comparison functions, and Eigenfunctions.
Admissible functions, which are most commonly employed, satisfy the geometric
boundary conditions and are dierentiable at least half as many times as the order of
the system. Comparison functions additionally satisfy the physical/natural boundary
conditions and are dierentiable as many times as the order of the system. In ad-
dition to the boundary conditions, Eigenfunctions also satisfy the governing partial
dierential equation for w(x; t). These functions and the associated Eigenvalues can
be dicult to nd, even for simple geometries. Once the n spatial functions are either
chosen or calculated, Eq. 6.1 can be used to rewrite the kinetic and potential energies
of the system as a function of the nite-dimensional generalized coordinates. After
this substitution, Lagrange's equations for nite-dimensional systems (see Ch. II)
can be applied to nd the governing equations for the generalized coordinates qi(t).
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B. Quadratic Assumed Modes Method
With linear assumed modes, no accommodation is explicitly made for the coupling
between the transverse deection, w(x; t), and longitudinal displacement, u(x; t), of a
dierential element [31, 32, 33]. Quadratic assumed modes accounts for displacement
along the longitudinal axis arising from the transverse motion of the body. Impos-
ing that each dierential element is inextensible and assuming that the change in
longitudinal displacement with respect to x is small, the following relation can be
established.
u(x; t) =  1
2
Z x
l0

dw
dx
2
dx =  qiqj
Z x
l0
 
0i
0
j

= 	ijqiqj (6.2)
As with linear assumed modes, Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 are applied in the kinetic and poten-
tial energies before employing Lagrange's equations for nite-dimensional generalized
coordinates. Whether linear or quadratic assumed modes in applied, n equations
of motion result for the approximation of the exible body coordinate, as well as a
governing equation for each of the original discrete coordinates.
C. Assumed Modes and Estimation
Unlike the integro-partial dierential equations of Eqs. 2.17-2.23 in Ch. II, the nite-
dimensional ordinary dierential equation approximations resulting from implemen-
tation of linear or quadratic assumed modes method can be used in Eqs. 2.29 and
Eq. 2.31 of the CDEKF propagation step. However, the measurement model uti-
lized in the update/correction step must also be considered. For the exible body
components of the system, a mapping between the sensor measurements and the dis-
placement is typically available. The m measurement locations along the undeformed
longitudinal axis must rst be determined. Then, using Eq. 6.1 as the model for the
m deformable body measurements, the rst n rows of Hk at time t = tk in Eq. 2.31
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can be formed.
yk =
266664
w(x1; tk)
...
w(xm; tk)
377775 =
266664
1(x1) : : : n(x1)
...
. . .
...
1(xm) : : : n(xm)
377775
266664
q1(tk)
...
qn(tk)
377775 = Hkqk (6.3)
Measurements of _w(xi; tk); w
0(xi; tk), etc. can be similarly arranged. If the number of
unique measurements equals or exceeds the number of assumed modes, m  n, then
an initial guess of the measurements (or an actual initial measurement) in most cases
can be used to calculate an initial guess for the conguration-level states, velocity-
level states, or both, using the inverse relationship.
D. Example: Rotating Hub with Flexible Appendage
Both linear and quadratic assumed modes are now applied to a planar hybrid dy-
namical system example, a rotating satellite, to show how each can be incorporated
into the CDEKF. Consider the problem of a slewing satellite composed of a rigid
hub with exible appendage, as shown in Fig. 72. The axes b^i, i = 1 : : : 3 shown
in the gure are body xed with b^3 out of the page. The hub has mass m, radius
R, and axial inertia J . The appendage has mass density , modulus of elasticity E,
second moment of inertia of the bending section I, and length L. The displacement
of the exible body is described relative to its undeformed longitudinal axis and is
associated with a location, x, along this axis. Longitudinal deformation is denoted
by u(x; t), whereas transverse deformation is described with w(x; t).
Using the center of the hub as the origin with 0 < x < L, the position of a
dierential element along the exible body can be written in vector form.
r = (R + x)b^1 +wb^2 (6.4)
Note that, for now, longitudinal deformation is neglected. Taking the frame-independent
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Fig. 72. Slewing Satellite Illustration.
time derivative with a hub rotation rate of ! = _b^3, the velocity vector can be found.
_r =  w _b^1 +

(R + x) _ + _w

b^2 (6.5)
The kinetic energy is the sum of the rotational kinetic energy of the hub and the
integral over the body of the dierential element kinetic energy.
T =
1
2
!  J! + 1
2
Z L
0
 ( _r  _r) dx
=
1
2
J _2 +
1
2
Z L
0


(R + x)2 _2 + 2(R + x) _w _ + _w2 +w2 _2

dx
=
1
2

J +
Z L
0
(R + x)2dx

_2 +
1
2
Z L
0


2(R + x) _w _ + _w2 +w2 _2

dx
=
1
2
J^ _2 +
1
2
Z L
0


2(R + x) _w _ + _w2 +w2 _2

dx (6.6)
Similarly, the potential energy over the exible body is found with the following
equation.
V =
Z L
0
EI(w00)2dx (6.7)
Applying Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18 of Lagrange's equations for hybrid dynamical systems
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yields the governing equations.
J^  +
Z L
0


(R + x) w +w2 + 2w _w _

dx = u (6.8)


w + (R + x)

  w _2 + EIw0000 = 0 (6.9)
Eqs. 2.20 and 2.21 give the natural boundary conditions.
w00(L; t) = 0 ; w000(L; t) = 0 (6.10)
The geometric boundary conditions arise from the physical constraints of the system.
w(0; t) = 0 ; w0(0; t) = 0 (6.11)
1. Hybrid Example: Linear Assumed Modes
The nite-dimensional equations of motion are now derived using linear assumed
modes. Substituting Eq. 6.1 into the kinetic energy yields the following nite-dimensional
form.
T =
1
2
J^ _2 +
1
2
Z L
0
i _qij _qjdx+
1
2
Z L
0
iqijqj _
2dx+
Z L
0
(R + x)i _qi _dx
=
1
2
J^ _2 +
1
2
Mij _qi _qj +
1
2
Mijqiqj _
2 +Ni _qi _ (6.12)
Here, the following time-independent matrices can be constructed using the assumed
modes.
Mij =
Z L
0
ijdx ; Ni =
Z L
0
(R + x)idx (6.13)
Similarly, the potential energy can be written in a nite-dimensional form.
V = qiqj
Z L
0
EI00i 
00
jdx = Kijqiqj (6.14)
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The stiness matrix can also be independently constructed using the assumed modes.
Kij =
Z L
0
EI00i 
00
jdx (6.15)
The equations of motion for qi that result from applying Lagrange's equations for
nite-dimensional systems, Eq. 2.4, typically have a form linear in the generalized
coordinates and accelerations, but not in the generalized velocities.
M q +Kq + : : : = 0 (6.16)
A damping term is not present in this model, so proportional damping is often ap-
pended to the dynamics to better reect observations of physical system behavior.
C = M + K ;  > 0;  > 0 (6.17)
Similarly, a damping coecient can be employed for the equation governing the ro-
tation of the hub. Once Lagrange's equations and proportional damping are applied,
the following equations result.
(J^ + qTMq) +NT q + C _ + 2q
TM _q _ = u (6.18)
M q +N  + C _q + (K  M _2)q = 0 (6.19)
Here, note that the equation of motions for the approximations to the exible body
dynamics exhibit \softening" in the stiness matrix, (K   M _2), as the angular
velocity of the hub increases. The method of quadratic assumed modes is motivated
by the contradiction of this behavior to that observed in physical systems [32].
State time histories are numerically simulated for x(t) = [qi; _qi; ; _] using a
Runge-Kutta routine (MATLAB function ode45 ) for the unforced governing equations
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given above with the following admissible functions as the assumed modes.
i(x) =
x
L
i+1
(6.20)
The system parameters are shown in Table II, and the initial values for the discrete
states are  = 0 rad and _ = :3 rad/s.
Table II. Slewing Satellite Parameter Values.
Parameter Value
L 45:52 in
E 161:6e10(6) oz/in2
I 0:000813 in4
 0:003007 oz-s2/in
R 5:5470 in
m 31.59 oz
 0:25
 0:0025
C 1000
nmodes 5
Gaussian noise (wj = 0:5;  = 0:01) is added to m = 5 simulated \true"
measurements constructed with Eq. 6.1 and the simulated states. The measurement
locations are chosen to be equidistant along the undeformed longitudinal axis such
that 4x = L=m and xj = j 4 x, j = 1 : : :m. The initial state covariance matrix
is P0 = 500I, where I is the identity matrix. The following measurement noise
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covariance and process noise covariance matrices are used.
Rk =
266666664
2w1 0 : : : 0
0
. . .
...
... 2wm 0
0 : : : 0 2
377777775
(6.21)
Q(t) =
266666666664
:001 0 : : : 0
0 :001
...
... 10 4
. . . 0
0 : : : 0 10 4
377777777775
(6.22)
The simulation results employ these \actual" measurements with Eqs. 6.3, 6.18,
and 6.19 in the structure of the CDEKF presented in Ch. II. Note that the coordinate
dependence in the eective inertia coecient of  in Eq. 6.18 is neglected to prevent
poor conditioning of the matrix F . The initial state guesses are the true initial states
with approximately 20% error. Figures 73-74 show the actual measurements with
\reconstructed" measurements calculated using Eq. 6.3 and the state estimates. Fig-
ures 75-86 compare the \true" states with the state estimates and show the associated
error between them. In the plots of this chapter, red lines indicate the reconstructed
measurements, estimates, or estimate errors and the blue lines indicate the actual
measurements, true measurements, or 3    bounds (respectively). These results
show that the CDEKF performs as expected with measurements constructed and
states estimated using the linear assumed modes method. After performing a sim-
ilar verication with quadratic assumed modes, both methods are compared using
measurements constructed from a third source.
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Fig. 73. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes:
y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 74. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes:
y(x4)   y(x5) and .
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Fig. 75. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q1
and _q1.
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Fig. 76. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q1 and
_q1.
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Fig. 77. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q2
and _q2.
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Fig. 78. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q2 and
_q2.
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Fig. 79. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q3
and _q3.
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Fig. 80. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q3 and
_q3.
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Fig. 81. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q4
and _q4.
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Fig. 82. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q4 and
_q4.
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Fig. 83. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q5
and _q5.
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Fig. 84. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: q5 and
_q5.
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Fig. 85. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes: 
and _.
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Fig. 86. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Linear Assumed Modes:  and
_.
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2. Hybrid Example: Quadratic Assumed Modes
Quadratic assumed modes is now examined for this problem. This method accounts
for higher-order kinematics, which are included at both the position- and velocity-level
kinematics.
r = (R + x+ u)b^1 +wb^2
_r =

_u w _

b^1 +

(R + x+ u) _ + _w

b^2 (6.23)
Utilizing Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, forming the kinetic and potential energies, neglecting
higher order energy terms (those which result in nonlinearities in the governing equa-
tions), and adding proportional damping yields the following equations.
(J^ + qT (M + 2 M)q) +NT q + C _ + 2q
T (M + 2 M) _q _ = u (6.24)
M q +N  + C _q + (K   (M + 2 M) _2)q = 0 (6.25)
Here, the matrix Mij accounts for some higher-order nonlinearities.
Mij =
Z L
0
(R + x)	ijdx (6.26)
The quantity (M+2 M) can be shown to always be negative denite, and the resulting
eective stiness matrix, (K  (M +2 M) _2), reects the expected stiening behavior
of rotating exible bodies [32].
The simulation results in Figs. 87-100 show that the CDEKF accurately esti-
mates the states using quadratic assumed modes. These results use the same pa-
rameters as in the linear assumed modes simulations. Both methods are eective for
measurements derived from associated nite-dimensional approximations, and now
each is applied to new measurements constructed from a third, higher-delity nite-
dimensional approximation.
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Fig. 87. Measured and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed
Modes: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 88. Measured and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed
Modes: y(x4)   y(x5) and .
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Fig. 89. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes:
q1 and _q1.
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Fig. 90. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes: q1
and _q1.
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Fig. 91. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes:
q2 and _q2.
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Fig. 92. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes: q2
and _q2.
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Fig. 93. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes:
q3 and _q3.
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Fig. 94. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes: q3
and _q3.
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Fig. 95. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes:
q4 and _q4.
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Fig. 96. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes: q4
and _q4.
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Fig. 97. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes:
q5 and _q5.
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Fig. 98. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes: q5
and _q5.
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Fig. 99. Actual and Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes:
 and _.
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Fig. 100. Error in Estimated Modal Amplitudes Using Quadratic Assumed Modes: 
and _.
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3. Hybrid Example: Constant Angular Velocity
In order to simulate higher-delity nite-dimensional measurements of the innite-
dimensional motion, the example complexity is reduced. Now consider the problem of
the slewing satellite rotating at a prescribed angular velocity, _. Here, it is a assumed
that there exists a control input u such that  = 0. For this case, the IPDEs of
Eqs. 6.8 and 6.9 reduce to the following pair of PDE and ODE equations.
 w   w _2 + EIw0000 = 0 (6.27)
 = 0 (6.28)
The boundary conditions from Eqs. 6.10 and 6.11 still apply. Here, Eq. 6.27 is a
homogeneous linear partial dierential equation that admits application of the sep-
aration of variables method. In this approach, the assumed solution to the PDE
consists of an innite sum of terms that are each the product of a space-varying func-
tion, i(x) and a time-varying function, qi(t). Though this sum is similar to that of
the assumed modes methods, the substitution is made into the governing PDE rather
than at the kinematic level. Once this substitution is made, the resulting equation
can be partitioned into terms that are functions of space only and time only.
q = ( _2   EI0000)q (6.29)
q
q
=
 _2   EI0000

=  !2 (6.30)
In this equation, the left-hand side is a function of time only, whereas the right-hand
side is a function of space only. For the two equations to be equal for any location x
and time t, each side of the equation must be equal to a constant,  !2. The solution
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of the time-varying equation, q + !2q = 0, is well-known.
q(t) = A sin(!t) +B cos(!t) (6.31)
The coecients A and B can be calculated using the initial conditions. The solution
to the space-varying ODE is less well known, but the equation can be rearranged into
a more familiar form.
EI0000    _2   !2 = 0 (6.32)
0000   
EI
( _2 + !2) = 0000   4 = 0 (6.33)
The nal, simplied form of this equation, coupled with the associated boundary
conditions, is also the form of the classic dierential Eigenvalue problem for the
transverse deection of a cantilevered beam. This problem has the following general
solution.
i(x) = C1 sin(ix) + C2 cos(ix) + C3 sinh(ix) + C4 cosh(ix) (6.34)
The Eigenvalues, i, of this problem can be found in the literature or by applying
the boundary conditions to Eq. 6.34, nding the transcendental equation associated
with the nontrivial solution for the coecients Ci, and solving for the roots of this
equation [7]. Here, the pseudo-spectral method using Tchebychev polynomials is
employed to nd the Eigenvalues (see Appendix A). Note that spectral and pseudo-
spectral methods are commonly used to solve dierential Eigenvalue problems in
uid mechanics, but have recently been applied to distributed parameter systems in
structural dynamics using Tchebychev polynomials and radial basis functions [34, 35].
Here, the rst ve Eigenvalues are retained, as shown in Table III.
These Eigenvalues are combined with the boundary conditions and the general
solution of the space-varying ODE (Eq. 6.34) to form a truncated series solution to
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Table III. Hybrid Example Eigenvalues.
Eigenvalue Number Numerical Value
1L 1:875
2L 4:694
3L 7:855
4L 11:000
5L 14:137
the dierential Eigenvalue problem. For this problem, each Eigenfunction term in the
series has the following form with arbitrary amplitude C.
i(x) = C
h
cosh(ix)  cos(ix)
  cosh(iL) + cos(iL)
sinh(iL) + sin(iL)
(sinh(ix)  sin(ix))
i
(6.35)
Each of the Eigenvalues of the spatial ODE can then be related to the frequencies of
the time-varying amplitudes with the following relation.
!2i =
EI

4i   _2 (6.36)
These frequency values can be employed in Eq. 6.31. For each of the retained Eigen-
values, the Eigenfunction of Eq. 6.35 can be multiplied by the time-varying amplitude
of Eq. 6.31. The individual solutions can then be summed to approximate the original
PDE of Eq. 6.27. Note that it is clear from Eq. 6.36 that the system is not stable
for suciently large angular velocities. This behavior reects the choice to neglect
higher-order nonlinearities in the kinematics.
The performance of the CDEKF with each of the two nite-dimensional models
is now investigated for this constant _ case. First, all system parameters are nondi-
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mensionalized and normalized: L = E = I =  = R = m = 1. Using the separation
of variables method outlined above, the truncated Eigenfunction solution can be used
to construct true measurements.
yk(i) = w(xi; tk) = j(xi)qj(tk); j = 1 : : : 5 (6.37)
For these simulations, measurements are taken at 10 locations along the exible
body, in addition to measurements of the angle . The initial state estimates are
found as before, with (t0) = 1 rad. Measurement noise ( = :1) is added to all of the
measurements and is used to construct Rk as before. The process noise covariance
matrix is Q(t) = :1I, where I is the identity matrix and the diagonal element related
to  is dened Q(t) = :01. To reect the assertion that there exists a control u
such that _ is constant, Eqs. 6.18 and 6.24 are reduced to  = 0 in the propagation
step of the CDEKF. Note that, with the exception of the state estimate propagation
equation (Eq. 2.29) and state matrix F (Eq. 2.31) in the state covariance matrix
propagation equation, the parameters, measurements, and structure of the CDEKF
algorithms are the same for both the linear and quadratic assumed modes methods.
Unlike the previous results for the hybrid example, the error for the states associ-
ated with the exible body are not provided. Because the measurements are simulated
using the Eigenfunctions and the assumed modes method is implemented with ad-
missible functions, the qi(t) are dened dierently and subsequently have values that
are inherently disparate. Rather, measurements that are \reconstructed" from the
admissible functions and the estimated time-varying amplitudes are compared to the
actual measurements constructed using the Eigenfunctions, which are (nearly) exact
solutions to the PDE. This comparison provides a means for analyzing \how well" the
combination of space- and time-varying functions chosen in the linear and quadratic
assumed methods model the innite-dimensional coordinate dynamics.
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Two cases are considered. First, the angular velocity is prescribed such that the
system is stable: _ = :4 rad/s. The simulation results for this case are shown in
Figs. 101-124. These plots show that the quadratic assumed modes model appears
to more quickly converge to the true measurements. Analysis of the errors for each
method also shows that the measurements reconstructed from the linear assumed
modes estimates have 3-4% greater error over the simulation time period than those
calculated with the states from the quadratic assumed modes method. These results
indicate that the accommodation of higher-order eects may allow the quadratic
assumed modes model to more quickly lter the \real" PDE measurements.
The angular velocity of the second case is chosen to drive the system unstable:
_ = 4. For this case, see Figs. 125-140. The unstable behavior of the system is clear
in the gures: the transverse deection grows much greater than 1, the length of the
exible appendage itself. Both approximations fail to lter the measurements after
a short period of time. The error in the quadratic assumed modes model gradually
increases with time, but provides an estimate nonetheless. On the other hand, the
linear assumed modes model seems to converge to the true measurements for a con-
siderably longer amount of time, but then fails altogether and provides no estimates
at all. The initial convergence of the linear assumed modes method is likely because
both the continuous model (Eq. 6.9) and linear assumed modes model (Eq. 6.19)
share the characteristic that the stiness matrix softens as _ increases.
The measurements of Case 1 more closely resemble the behavior observed in
physical, real-world hybrid dynamical systems. The simulation results indicate a
stronger correlation of increased CDEKF performance of quadratic assumed modes,
particularly with Case 1. This relationship supports the supposition that quadratic
assumed modes may typically provide a better nite-dimensional approximation for
use in estimation of hybrid dynamical systems.
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Fig. 101. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 102. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 103. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 104. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 105. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 106. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 107. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 108. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 109. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 110. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 111. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 112. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 113. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 114. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 115. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 116. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 117. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 118. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 119. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes,
Case 1: ; _.
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Fig. 120. Actual and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: ; _.
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Fig. 121. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: ; _.
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Fig. 122. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: ; _.
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Fig. 123. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
1: ; _.
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Fig. 124. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 1: ; _.
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Fig. 125. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 126. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 127. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 128. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: y(x1)   y(x3).
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Fig. 129. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 130. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 131. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 132. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: y(x4)   y(x6).
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Fig. 133. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 134. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 135. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 136. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: y(x7)   y(x10).
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Fig. 137. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: ; _.
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Fig. 138. True and Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: ; _.
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Fig. 139. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Linear Assumed Modes, Case
2: ; _.
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Fig. 140. Error in Reconstructed Measurements Using Quadratic Assumed Modes,
Case 2: ; _.
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E. Summary
In this chapter, two nite-dimensional approximations are presented for estimation
of hybrid dynamical systems. Both approaches seek to utilize existing variations
of the assumed modes method to transform the governing IPDEs into ODEs and
subsequently implement the CDEKF. The two methods approximate the innite-
dimensional coordinate, w(x; t), as a sum of a series of terms composed of a spa-
tial function, (x), and a nite-dimensional time-varying amplitude, q(t). The rst
method of linear assumed modes is well-known, but the resulting linear equations ex-
hibit undesired behavior for some systems. The second method of quadratic assumed
modes requires some additional initial computation, but yields governing equations
that better reect the dynamic behavior of real, physical systems.
The simulations for a slewing satellite reect these observations. First, both ap-
proximations are shown to work well in the CDEKF framework. Next, for the constant
angular velocity case, Eigenfunctions are used to create close approximations of \real"
measurements to show that both methods can accurately lter these measurements
for a stable system. The quadratic assumed modes model more quickly converges to
the truth and subsequently reduces error in the states. Further investigation shows
that, for the mathematically unstable case of a large angular velocity, the linear as-
sumed modes model provides better initial estimates but later fails to estimate the
states altogether. This result is not surprising given the structure of the equations
and scale of the unstable measurements. For the unstable case both estimation meth-
ods reach their limitations as the (physically) impossible large deformations quickly
outgrow the order of other states and parameters of the system. Overall, the results
indicate that using quadratic assumed modes to create a linear, nite-dimensional
model of the exible body is more advantageous for physical systems.
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CHAPTER VII
DIRECT ESTIMATION
The ability of direct linearization for dynamic system modeling to bypass the
nonlinear equations en route to the linearized equations, as described in Ch. III, begs
the question: \Can this direct treatment be applied to estimation?" In this chapter, a
straightforward approach for constructing the elements of the CDEKF for a linearized
system are presented. First, a brief overview of the direct linearization method from
a Lagrangian perspective is outlined. The extensions of these ideas to estimation in
the CDEKF framework are then presented.
A. Departure Motion
Direct linearization for a discrete system about an equilibrium point is available in
the literature [9]. For estimation applications, though, the linearized motion about a
nonlinear reference trajectory may be of greater interest. The CDEKF is itself based
on this premise [1].
First, consider the form of the governing nonlinear equations for the system.
_x(t) = f(x;u; t) (7.1)
Here, x are the states of the system, and u are the system controls. The measurements
associated with this motion have the following nonlinear measurement model.
ym = h(x;u; t) (7.2)
The dierential equations and measurement model for the nominal reference trajec-
tory are then respectively Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2 evaluated at fx; u; tg. In this chapter,
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the superscript () indicates the reference motion.
Now dene the true motion of the system to be the sum of the reference motion
and a departure motion, which is a perturbation of the system states from the reference
trajectory.
x = x + x (7.3)
Similarly, the true measurements and controls are given by the following equations.
y = y + y (7.4)
u = u + u (7.5)
Traditionally, the governing equations for the departure motion are written using
a rst-order Taylor series approximation.
 _x = F (t)x+B(t)u (7.6)
ym = H(t)x+D(t)u (7.7)
For these equations, the F and H matrices are dened as shown below.
F (t) =
@f
@x

x;u;
; B(t) =
@f
@u

x;u;
H(t) =
@h
@x

x;u;
; D(t) =
@h
@u

x;u;
(7.8)
In this work, the relationship for ym is retained. However, the equation for  _x is
explored a little further.
B. Direct Linearization via the Lagrangian
Here, a brief overview of direct linearization for discrete systems is discussed [9,
36]. Note that direct linearization via the Gibbs function is presented in Ch. III
for constrained systems with quasi-velocities, and a Lagrangian direct linearization
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treatment for continuous and hybrid dynamical systems by the author is available in
Ref. [19]. Each of these concerns motions about equilibrium. Here, non-equilibrium
reference trajectory motions are considered.
To start, consider the form of a position vector for an element of a discrete system
as a function of n generalized coordinates, q(t), and (explicitly) time.
r = r(q; t) (7.9)
Taking the frame-independent time derivative yields the velocity vector.
_r =
@r
@qi
dqi
dt
+
@r
@t
=
@r
@qi
_qi +
@r
@t
=  i _qi +  0 (7.10)
Here,  i and  0 are called the Lagrangian vectors, among other names [11]. The
kinetic energy can then be formed.
T =
1
2
m ( _r  _r) = 1
2
m ( i   j _qi _qj + 2 i   0 _qi +  0   0) (7.11)
One characteristic of the direct linearization method is to rst partition this
function into three categories, T2, T1, and T0. Terms quadratic in, linear in, and
independent of the generalized velocities compose T2, T1, and T0 respectively.
T2 =
1
2
m ( i   j _qi _qj) ; T1 = m ( i   0 _qi) ; T0 = 1
2
m ( 0   0) (7.12)
Note that the T1 and T0 terms exist only for rheonomic systems, which are explicitly a
function of time (unlike scleronomic systems). This expression for the kinetic energy
can be combined the potential energy, here assumed have the form V = V (q), to
construct the Lagrangian.
L = L( _q; q; t) = T2( _q; q; t) + T1( _q; q; t) + T0(q; t)  V (q) (7.13)
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Consider now an alternative path to the direct linearization solution in lieu of
the classic \quadraticize" method [9, 36]. The traditional method applies a Taylor
series approximation to the Lagrangian, retains 2nd-order terms, and then employs
Lagrange's equations for discrete systems (reproduced from Ch. II here).
d
dt

@L
@ _qj

  @L
@qj
= Qj (7.14)
Here, Lagrange's equations are instead applied rst and then followed with a Taylor
series approximation retaining only 1st-order terms. It can been shown that the
nature of partial dierentiation causes the resulting equations to be the same as
those constructed with the classic approach [19].
Using the partitioned form of the Lagrangian, Eq. 7.14 yields the following non-
linear equation.
@2T2
@ _qj@ _qi

qi+

@2(T2 + T1)
@ _qj@qi

_qi+

@(T2 + T1)
@t@ _qj

 @(T2 + T1 + T0   V )
@qj
 Qj = 0 (7.15)
For this exercise, partial dierentiation with respect to time indicates explicit dif-
ferentiation only. Thus, if f = f(yi(x; t); x; t), then @f=@t = @f=@t only, and
@f=@t 6= (@f=@yi)(@yi=@t) + @f=@t. Also note that the generalized forces are as-
sumed to be a function of m system controls or time, or both, Qj = Qj(ur; t).
The next step is to linearize Eq. 7.15. Let g be dened as the left side of Eq. 7.15,
and let x = [q; _q] represent the vector of generalized positions and velocities evalu-
ated at the reference trajectory. Linearizing about this trajectory, fx;ug, dening
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x = x  x, and retaining only linear terms gives the following expansion.
0 = g(qj; _qj; qj; ur; t)
 gjx;u +

@g
@qk

x
qk +

@g
@ _qk

x
 _qk +

@g
@qk

x
qk +

@g
@ur

u
ur + : : :


@2T2
@ _qi@ _qj
jk

x
qk +

@2(T2 + T1)
@ _qi@qj
jk   @
2(T2 + T1)
@qi@ _qk
+
@3T2
@t@ _qj@ _qk

x
 _qk
+

@3(T2 + T1)
@t@ _qi@qk
+
@3T2
@ _qi@ _qj@qk
qj +
@3(T2 + T1)
@ _q1@qj@qk
_qj   @
2(T2 + T1 + T0   V )
@qi@qk

x
qk
 

@Qi
@ur

u
ur + : : : (7.16)
For scleronomic systems that are linearized about an equilibrium point and are only
subject to potential forces, this equation reduces to the traditional direct linearization
result for discrete systems.
0 

@2T2
@ _qi@ _qk

eq
qk +

@2T1
@ _qi@qk
  @
2 + T1
@qi@ _qk

eq
 _qk  

@2(T0   V )
@qi@qk

eq
qk
 mijqj + (zji   zij) _qj + kijqj (7.17)
This form allows one to calculate the three partial derivative matrices (mij; zij; kij)
from the Lagrangian and substitute these coecient matrices into the above equa-
tion. That is, one can form the kinetic and potential energies and directly write the
linearized equations without rst forming the nonlinear equations.
Returning to the more generalized case (i.e., rheonomic), Eq. 7.16 yields the
linearized equations about the reference trajectory.
@Qi
@ur

u
ur =

@2T2
@ _qi@ _qk

x
qk +

@2(T2 + T1)
@ _qi@qk
  @
2(T2 + T1)
@qi@ _qk
+
@3T2
@t@ _qj@ _qk

x
 _qk
+

@3(T2 + T1)
@t@ _qi@qk
+
@3T2
@ _qi@ _qj@qk
qj +
@3(T2 + T1)
@ _qi@qj@qk
_qj   @
2(T2 + T1 + T0   V )
@qi@qk

x
qk
(7.18)
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The coecient matrices are dened as follows.
mij(t) =

@2T2
@ _qi@ _qj

x
; zij(t) =

@2(T2 + T1)
@ _qi@qj


kij(t) =  

@2(T2 + T1 + T0   V )
@qi@qj

x
; nij(t) =

@3T2
@ _qi@qj@ _qk
qk


pij(t) =

@3(T2 + T1)
@ _qi@qj@qk
_qk

x
; bir(t) =

@Qi
@ur

u
(7.19)
The resulting directly linearized equations for the departure motion can then be
written in a condensed form.
mijqj +

_mij + zij   zji

 _qj +

_zij + nij + pij + kij

qj = birur (7.20)
Here, an overdot on a coecient indicates (explicit) partial dierentiation with respect
to time. This equation can also be written in matrix form.
Mq +

_M + Z + ZT

 _q +

_Z +N + P +K

q = Bu (7.21)
Assuming the mass matrix is invertible, one can solve for generalized accelerations.
q =  M 1

_M + Z + ZT

 _q  M 1

_Z +N + P +K

q +M 1Bu (7.22)
Dening x = [q;  _q], the entire set of linearized state equations can be written
using a state-vector form.
 _x =
264 [0]nn [I]nn
 M 1

_Z +N + P +K

 M 1

_M + Z + ZT

375 x+
264 [0]nm
B
375 u
(7.23)
Just as with the traditional set of linearized equations, these equations can be con-
structed by simply (1) taking the partial derivatives indicated in Eq. 7.19 evaluated
on the reference trajectory, and (2) substituting them into the directly linearized
equation given above, Eq. 7.23.
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C. Direct Estimation
In the CDEKF, the current estimate is used as the reference motion [1]. With this
choice for the nominal trajectory, Eq. 7.8 and Eq. 2.31 (see Ch. II) show that the
denitions of F and H are essentially the same. Note that for estimation, it is not
necessary to have equations linear in the controls u, so associated linearization steps
can be neglected. The resulting governing equations then have the following form.
_^x =
264 [0]nn [I]nn
 M 1

_Z +N + P +K

 M 1

_M + Z + ZT

375 x^+Q (7.24)
Comparing the structure of the state estimate propagation equation, Eq. 2.29, and
Eq. 7.24 above, it is straightforward to now write the state matrix F (t) in terms of
the direct linearization coecient matrices.
F (t) =
264 [0]nn [I]nn
 M 1

_Z +N + P +K

 M 1

_M + Z + ZT

375 (7.25)
Thus, tuning aside, for \direct estimation" one needs only to take the following steps
to build a CDEKF estimation algorithm.
1. Form the kinetic and potential energies.
2. Construct the symbolic coecient matrices of Eq. 7.19.
3. Find the symbolic coecient matrix Hk of Eq. 2.31.
4. Evaluate the measurement matrix Hk at the current estimate.
5. Evaluate the state matrix F at the current estimate using Eq. 7.25.
6. Substitute F into the state estimate propagation equation, Eq. 7.24, and the
state covariance matrix propagation equation, Eq. 2.30.
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Here, it is clear that the full, nonlinear equations once again are unnecessary! The
rst three of these steps are performed once, whereas the last three are iterative within
the CDEKF framework.
D. Summary
In this chapter, a straightforward approach for applying the ideas of direct lineariza-
tion to estimation is outlined. Closer examination of the directly linearized equations
of motion about a reference trajectory yields a mechanism for constructing the state
matrix F (which is essential in the state covariance matrix propagation equation)
without rst forming the full nonlinear equations. This approach is particularly ad-
vantageous for nonlinear, multi-degree of freedom systems for which the nonlinear
governing equations are quite cumbersome. Furthermore, automatic partial dieren-
tiation software, such as Object Oriented Coordinate Embedding Algorithm (OCEA),
provides an additional tool for creating the coecient matrices [37].
Though these ideas are applied to an unconstrained discrete system, it is clear
that they can also be applied to wider class of systems based on the other work pre-
sented in this dissertation. Coupled with Ch. III, these same generalizations could
be made from a Gibbs/Appell viewpoint to apply direct estimation to systems with
nonholonomic constraints. Using the ideas of Ch. IV, redundant coordinate systems
can be easily incorporated with this material. Finally, the linear and quadratic as-
sumed modes methods result in linear equations, so there is also a connection to these
ideas for continuous and hybrid systems. Overall, this \direct estimation" approach
to implementing the CDEKF is a straightforward result that is easily utilized and
can be applied to a broad class of systems.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, several strategies for state estimation of constrained and
hybrid dynamical systems are presented. The unifying theme of the work is to pro-
vide straightforward methods for applying a well-known estimation algorithm, the
continuous-discrete extended Kalman lter, to a greater class of dynamical systems.
First, direct linearization methods are expanded to accommodate constrained
systems subject to nonholonomic constraints. Using a modied Gibbs-Appell per-
spective and quasi-velocities, this work allows one to form linearized equations of
motion for constrained systems directly from the kinematics and potential energy
without rst constructing the nonlinear equations. When the nonlinear equations are
unnecessary, this direct linearization procedure provides a convenient tool for writing
the linearized state estimate propagation equations for the CDEKF.
For constrained systems that are instead represented with redundant coordi-
nates, a \constraint force" viewpoint is employed to ease the formation of the state
matrix for the CDEKF. This approximation allows one to calculate the constraint
force through multiple methods, rather than nd the constraint force as an explicit
function of the states. For multi-body systems, this modication is particularly use-
ful. The method is shown to be eective for two redundant coordinate examples.
However, the simulation results also indicate that this approach can be more sensi-
tive to measurement observability and sampling frequency than that which accounts
for the state dependence of the constraint force in the full state matrix.
Often, the constraints are dened such that they are always held, as is the case
with redundant coordinate systems. However, there exist systems for which a con-
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straint may be broken. For the class of systems subject to constraint violation, it is
desirable to have a method for determining when the constraint is no longer satised
and the system dynamics are subsequently unconstrained. For example, the control
strategy may be contingent on the current dynamic model. Here, two methods for de-
termining constraint violation are presented. Each utilizes both a constraint estimate
and variance associated with this estimate, where the constraint estimate variance is
used as a measure to account for uncertainty associated with the state estimates. The
magnitude of the constraint estimate relative to the variance is then used to select the
most appropriate system model for state propagation in the CDEKF. The direct con-
straint construction method (Method 1) is shown to outperform the full estimation
method (Method 2) for two examples in simulation. Furthermore, Method 1 is more
straightforward to implement within the CDEKF structure. These two advantages
recommend it over Method 2 in practice.
In addition to constrained systems, estimation for hybrid systems is also briey
investigated. Here, initial steps for considering how to accommodate integro-partial
dierential equations in the CDEKF are discussed. Two nite-dimensional treat-
ments of the spatial domain, linear assumed modes and quadratic assumed modes,
are employed as means to represent IPDEs and PDEs within the traditional CDEKF
structure. Observations of model behavior, as well as simulation results, indicate that
quadratic assumed modes, which accounts for higher-order nonlinear eects, is likely
better suited for implementation with physical systems.
For constrained systems and hybrid systems, as well as nite-dimensional un-
constrained systems, the method of direct estimation applies. This result unites the
underlying ideas of direct linearization and the CDEKF to outline a clear, simple
approach for constructing the Kalman lter for a broad class of nonlinear governing
equations. Like direct linearization, direct estimation begins with the system kine-
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matics and potential energy. However, in addition to the linearized equations about
a reference trajectory, this approach produces the state matrix. With these two
elements and a measurement model, the CDEKF is directly constructed. For uncon-
strained systems, direct estimation is straightforward. For constrained systems, this
idea can be coupled with Gibbs-Appell directly linearized equations, and for hybrid
systems it can be applied in conjunction with an assumed modes method.
Overall, this collection of strategies facilitates the application of a classic en-
gineering tool, the continuous-discrete extended Kalman lter, to a larger class of
system dynamics. These methods allow systems represented with less traditional
dynamical models to benet from a well-known, proven, and powerful estimation
approach.
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APPENDIX A
NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE
DIFFERENTIAL EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
This appendix provides a brief outline of a numerical solution for nding the
Eigenvalues (and Eigenfunctions) of a boundary-value problem consisting of a linear
dierential equation over a specied spatial domain with boundary conditions. Ref-
erences [7], [12], [34], [38], and [39] each contribute to the discussion that follows.
A. Dierential Eigenvalue Problem
Consider the class of problems that can be written in the following form.
L = R (A.1)
Bi = 0 i = 1 : : : p (A.2)
Here,  is the Eigenvalue, and L and R are linear dierential operators of respective
order 2p and 2q acting on the spatially dependent Eigenfunction (x) with p > q.
The linear dierential operator associated with the boundary conditions, Bi, has
maximum order 2p   1. This class of problems typically has an innite number of
Eigenvalues and associated Eigenfunctions.
B. Transformation to an Algebraic Eigenvalue Problem
The dierential Eigenvalue problem of Eq. A.1 can be transformed to an algebraic
problem (with some discretization error) by applying the pseudo-spectral method.
First, the Eigenfunction is approximated as a linear combination of N +1 orthogonal
functions Tn.
(x)  anTn(x) n = 0 : : : N (A.3)
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The approximation approaches the true Eigenfunction as N !1. Here, Tchebychev
polynomials are chosen as the orthogonal (on the weighted domain  1 <  < 1) basis
functions used to approximate the Eigenfunction because they can accommodate
mixed boundary conditions. The true domain, l1 < x < l2, can be easily mapped to
and from the region  1 <  < 1.
(x) =
2
l2   l1x 
l2 + l1
l2   l1 ; x() =
l2   l1
2
 +
l2 + l1
2
(A.4)
The Tchebychev polynomials are primarily dened using their recursive property.
T0 = 1
T1 = 
Tn = 2Tn 1   Tn 2 (A.5)
A helpful feature related to this recursion is that the polynomial derivatives have the
following form.
dk
dk
(Tn(x)) = 2n
dk 1
dk 1
(Tn 1) +
n
n  2
dk
dk
(Tn 2) (A.6)
Here, the kth derivative is a function of the next two lower-order polynomials. This
characteristic allows dierentiation to be written as a matrix operation.
0() =
d
d
(()) =
d
d
(anTn()) = amDmnTn() (A.7)
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This N + 1N + 1 dierentiation matrix D can be written as follows.
D =
266666666664
0 1 0 3 0 5 : : :
0 0 4 0 8 0 : : :
0 0 0 6 0 10 : : :
0 0 0 0 8 0 : : :
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
377777777775
(A.8)
The matrix elements Dij from Eq. A.6 are given below.
D1;1+2j 3 = 2j   3 j  2
Di;i+2j 3 = 2(i+ 2j   4) i  2; j  2 (A.9)
Note that the dierentiation matrix can again be post-multiplied to apply higher-
order dierentiation (i.e. 00 = TDDa).
The goal is to now solve for the Eigenvalues  and the associated Eigenvector of
coecients an used in the Eigenfunction approximation. To have a sucient number
of algebraic equations, N+1 collocation points on which to evaluate Tn(x) are needed.
Gauss-Lobatto sampling for the collocation points is used to maximize accuracy.
j = cos

j
N

j = 0 : : : N (A.10)
Note that 0 = 1 and N =  1. The matrix T of Tchebychev polynomials can then
be dened.
T =
266664
T0(0) : : : TN(0)
...
...
T0(N) : : : TN(N)
377775 (A.11)
For building the T matrix, an alternative denition of the Tchebychev polynomials
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is helpful.
Tn(j) = cos
 
n cos 1(j)

(A.12)
Once Eqs. A.1, A.3, A.12, A.11, and A.8 have been applied, the problem takes the
form of an algebraic Eigenvalue problem.
Aa = Ba (A.13)
The boundary conditions are enforced using Eqs. A.3 and A.7 and then substituting
these results into the appropriate rows of Eq. A.13. The resulting form of the Eigen-
value problem can then be solved using any number of numerical methods available.
Note that enforcement of each boundary condition results in an associated \innite"
Eigenvalue to be ignored.
C. Example: Cantilevered Beam
Consider the classic distributed parameter example of a cantilevered beam of length
L. Using separation of variables, as described in Ch. VI, the ODE over the spatial
domain and boundary conditions can be found.
0000(x)  4(x) = 0 (A.14)
00(L) = 0 ; 000(L) = 0 ; (0; t) = 0 ; 0(0; t) = 0 (A.15)
Applying Eqs. A.3 and A.8 to Eq. A.14 with  = 4 yields the following Eigenvalue
problem.
TDDDDa = 4Ta! Aa = Ba (A.16)
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The boundary conditions are enforced as follows.
(x = 0) = 0! ( =  1) = 0!
A(N; :) = T (N; :) ; B(N; :) = [0]1N+1
0(x = 0) = 0! 0( =  1) = 0!
A(N   1; :) = TD(N; :) ; B(N   1; :) = [0]1N+1
00(x = L) = 0! 00( = 1) = 0!
A(0; :) = TDD(0; :) ; B(0; :) = [0]1N+1
000(x = L) = 0! 000( = 1) = 0!
A(1; :) = TDDD(0; :) ; B(1; :) = [0]1N+1 (A.17)
Using the MATLAB function eig(A,B) with N = 124, Eq. A.16 can be solved
for close approximations of the Eigenvalues. Table IV shows the rst eight values
for !i =
p
16i together with reference values given by Ref. [7] for comparison. The
same underlying system parameters ( = E = I = 1) are used with the exception of
L: the coecient of  has the value L4 = 24 = 16 due to the length of the domain,
f 1 <  < 1g, and the denition  = 4.
This method is able to eciently solve for near approximations of the true Eigen-
values for this example. The Eigenvectors associated with each of the Eigenvalues
gives the vector of coecients for the linear combination of N + 1 Tchebychev poly-
nomials used to approximate each Eigenfunction. Alternatively, if the form of the
Eigenfunctions is explicitly known, the Eigenvalues can be used to write these func-
tions (and their associated amplitudes for the PDE problem of Ch. VI).
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Table IV. Exact and Pseudo-Spectral Method Eigenvalues.
!i Pseudo-Spectral Exact
!1 3:5187 3:5160
!2 22:0324 22:0345
!3 61:6961 61:6972
!4 120:9036 120:9019
!5 199:8603 199:8595
!6 298:5556 298:5555
!7 416:9907 416:9908
!8 555:1652 555:1652
D. Summary
In this Appendix, a numerical method for nding the Eigenvalues (and subsequently
their associated Eigenfunctions) is described and demonstrated for a well-known ex-
ample. Applying the pseudo-spectral method with Tchebychev polynomial basis func-
tions is shown to be an eective approach for solving the class of dierential Eigenvalue
problems outlined herein. This method is particularly promising for linear dierential
equations for which the exact Eigenfunctions are not known a priori (unlike the sim-
ple example presented here). These methods are commonly used in uid mechanics,
and other, similar tools from the aerouids discipline would likely prove useful in the
analysis of continuous and hybrid systems in structural dynamics.
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